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iFOREWORD
This is Report No. IITRI-A6088-21 of IITRI Project
A6088, Contract No. NAS8-11160, entitled "Prediction of
Neutron Induced Activation, Volume I - NAP Code Manual."
The report covers the period from May 14, 1964, through
January 31, 1966.
Personnel who made significant contributions to the
research reported here include Dr. Robert B. Moler, who
programmed the major portion of the computer subroutine
dealing with radioisotope decay chains, and Dr. Gerald
Hardie, who programmed the computer subroutine for the
computation of the cross section for compound nucleus

















PREDICTION OF NEUTRON INDUCED ACTIVATION
VOLUME I - NAP CODE MANUAL
An IBM 7094 computer program was written
for the prediction of neutron induced activation.
This report describes the preparation of input
data and the interpretation of output data. Flow
charts for the main program and each subroutine are
given, as is a complete program listing in Fortran





II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE NAP CODE
A. Calculation of Neutron Flux
B. Calculation of Radioisotopic Atom
Densities
C. Calculation of Gamma Ray Source
Strengths
D. Calculation of Gamma Ray Dose Rate
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A computer program for the prediction of neutron induced
gamma ray radioactivity was required for use in the design
of facilities for developing a nuclear space vehicle. Neutron
induced activation calculations are required not only in the
selection of structural materials for such a facility, but
also for the scheduling of the static tests and the mainten-
ance and repair of equipment, once the facility is constructed.
A neutron induced activation computer program could also be
utilized to determine the gamma ray activity of reactor cool-
ants, or any other material exposed to a neutron flux. The
analysis of foil activation data for the determination of
neutron energy spectra, and other activation analyses, could
be assisted by a neutron activation computer program.
The objectives of the research program reported here were:
i. The development of a flexible and comprehensive
analytical method for computing neutron induced
activation, providing for items such as:
a. Inclusion of at least (n,_), (n,p), (n,_),
and (n,2n) reactions which result in radio-
nuclei for all stable and long-lived meta-
stable isotopes.
b. Consideration of at least first-generation
daughter radioisotopes.
c. Variation of the neutron energy spectrum,
not necessarily limited to fission spectra.
d. Consideration of non-uniform cyclic irradiation.
e. Consideration of self-shielding.
f. Determination of radiation dose rates from
activated materials for a variety of geometric
conditions, at least by use of one or more of




g. Adaption for primary, charged particle
induced reactions.
The programming of the analytical method for use
on a digital computer.
The validation of the analytical method through an
experimental program.
Computer programs developed previously throughout industry
for calculating neutron induced activation were generally
limited to a relatively few neutron reactions by lack of
data, or were restricted in utility by failure to incorporate
one or more of the critical items listed above.
This volume of the final report constitutes a manual
for the use of the NAP (Neutron Activation Prediction)
computer program. The NAP program is a FORTRAN-IV IBM-7094
computer program which computes neutron induced activation
gamma ray source strengths as a function of time, space, and
energy given an incident neutron flux and region material
compositions. Simplified dose and dose rate calculations,
which do not account for gamma ray attenuation or buildup, are
also performed by the program. More accurate dose rate
calculations may be performed by utilizing results obtained
from the NAP code as input data for any of the more popular
ganEna ray shielding computer codes. All the critical items
listed in the previous paragraph are treated adequately by
the NAP program. This code manual consists of a general
description of the NAP code, instructions for preparing input
and interpreting output, operating instructions, flow charts,
and a complete program listing.
The experimental validation of the NAP computer program
is discussed in Volume II of this final report series.
Volume II also describes in detail those portions of the
NAP code which required extensive physical analysis. The
description in Volume II emphasizes the theoretical aspects
and the experimental validation of the program, rather than the
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programming aspects which are emphasized in this volume. A
description and listing of the NAP Cross Section Library
is given in Volume III of this series° A similar description
and listing of the NAP GammaRadiation Library is given in
Volume IVo
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Iio GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE NAP CODE
The NAP (Neutron Activation Prediction) computer program
is a comprehensive and flexible tool for the computation of
neutron induced activation gamma ray source strengths. A
simplified method, ignoring gamma ray attenuation and buildup,
is provided for the calculation of gamma ray dose and dose
rate due to these activation sources. The source strengths
may also be utilized as input data for any of the more popular
gamma ray shielding codes to provide more sophisticated
shielding calculations. The NAP code may be used to provide
activation calculations for structural materials, reactor
coolants, or any material exposed to a neutron flux. The NAP
code may also be used as an analytical tool in the interpreta-
tion of activation data, such as that obtained in attempting
to measure neutron flux spectra or isotopic composition.
The basic logical flow during execution of a typical
NAP problem is shown in Figure i. Only the most important
phases of a NAP calculation are depicted. Input data are
indicated in abreviated form by the oval boxes on the left
hand side of the figure, output data on the right hand side.
The typical NAP program operation commences by reading
in the neutron energy flux spectrum in terms of the number of
neutrons per square centimeter per second incident upon the
activated material, or some other specified spatial region,
having energies within various neutron energy bands or groups,
whose selection is specified by the program user. Angular
incident neutron flux information may also be presented. The
energy bands or groups into which the discrete gamma ray
energies are to be sorted are also specified by the program
user. If the NAP program is to calculate neutron flux
distributions within the activated material regions, or other
regions, various neutron cross sections must be provided by
energy groups and regions, along with geometrical data. If
requested by the problem originator, the NAP program then
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computes the neutron flux distribution as a function of
neutron energy group and spatial position within the various
regions specified by the program user. This neutron self-
shielding calculation is performed in one-dimensional slab or
spherical geometry. The basic result of this computation is
the spatially-averaged neutron flux in each neutron energy
group and each spatial region.
The time-dependence of the incident neutron flux is
accounted for by reading in the power levels for a series of
time increments. The energy group and region dependent flux
values are multiplied by the power level to obtain fluxes
which rise or fall at specific times. The different time
values at which gamma source strengths are desired must also
be supplied to the NAP program, in addition to those time
values which form integration end points for the computation
of gamma ray dose, i.e., the gamma ray dose rate integrated
over a given time interval.
The NAP calculation now proceeds region by region. A
region is defined as that spatial volume throughout which the
neutron flux is treated as spatially constant and which has
a uniform, homogeneous material composition at zero time.
Because the neutron flux is regarded as spatially constant in
each region, the gamma source strength is also treated as
spatially constant in each region. Starting with the first
region, the isotopic (or elemental) atom densities initially
present are read into the program. Using the first isotope
whose initial atom density has been supplied as a target
nucleus, the NAP program discovers the identity of the isotope
resulting from (n, ?) reactions. The rate at which the
residual nucleus is produced is computed, and the NAP Gamma
Radiation Library is searched to discover the identity of the
daughter isotope resulting from radioactive decay of the rea-
ction product nucleus. If the daughter decays, the gamma
library is searched for the identity of the second-generation
daughter, etc. This process continues through four generations
of decay, or until a stable daughter isotope is found.
Having established a specific decay chain, the NAP
program computes and prints out the atom density of each chain
member at each of the specific times supplied previously to the
program. This is followed by a computation of the emission
rate of gamma rays, grouped according to the previously selected
gamma ray energy bands, from each of the chain members at each
time value. These gamma source strengths are also printed out
by the program. At each time value, the gamma ray emission
rate is converted to a gamma ray dose rate, using the average
gamma ray energies of the selected energy bands and the source-
detector distance. These dose rates are printed out, and are
integrated over time to provide gamma ray dose values. Finally,
these dose values are printed out.
The NAP program now returns to the reaction product
nucleus to discover if another decay chain exists. If so, the
process described briefly above is repeated. Having exhausted
the possibilities of decay following the (n, ?) reaction, the
NAP program returns to the isotope originally present in the
region. Now the (n, p) reaction is followed through in the
manner described above. The process is repeated for the
(n, _) and then the (n, 2n) reaction. After all these reaction
possibilities and the subsequent decay chains have been
investigated, the NAP program considers the second isotope
originally present in the region. Using the second isotope as
a base, the entire calculation described above is repeated.
This process is continued until all the isotopes originally
present have been used as a base for the calculation° At this
point, the NAP program proceeds to the second region, and the
computation begins anew.
This brief description of a typical NAP problem shows
that the problem may be conceptually divided into four main
sub-calculations. These are calculations of:
io Neutron flux as a function of space, time, and energy,
2o Isotopic atom densities as functions of space and
time,
3o Gammaray source strengths as functions of space,
time, and energy,
4° Gammaray dose and dose rate as functions of time
for a single detector position.
The following sections A through D discusses each of the
calculations in greater detail.
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A. Calculation of Neutron Flux
The major protion of the neutron flux calculation is
optional and consists of a multigroup discrete ordinate
transport calculation. It should be performed if significant
spatial variations of the flux are anticipated in the regions
for which the gamma ray source strengths are desired, or in
the regions between the position where the flux is known and
the positions where the source strengths will be calculated.
In any case, an incident neutron flux must be specified.
The neutron energy range of interest is divided into contiguous
neutron energy groups such that the upper and lower energy
limits of energy group g are Eg_l and Eg, respectively° If
x is the position where the incident flux is given, then the
o
flux as a function of time and energy is taken as
_(t,E,Xo) = P(t)F_g(Xo)
where P(t) is a time-dependent reactor power level, F is an
arbitrary normalization factor, and _g is the flux in energy
group g. The incident flux is thus completely specified by
giving the power level as a function of time, the flux nor-
malization factor, the incident flux in each energy group,
and the group energy limits.
The time dependence of the flux is contained in the
"power level" P(t), which is simply a dimensionless flux
intensity normalization factor. The entire time span of
interest is divided into as many as 50 time periods, each of
arbitrary length. The factor P(t) must be given for each
time period, and is assumed constant throughout the duration
of each time period. An arbitrary time-dependent flux is thus
approximated by a series of power levels, each of arbitrary
time duration but having a constant magnitude throughout the
duration of each time period. For example, a known time
dependence of the incident flux might be approximated by
9
P(t) as shown in Figure 2. Non-cyclic irradiations are
handled easily in this framework°
The time-independent flux spectrum is specified by
giving the group fluxes _g and the energy limits Eg. A
maximum of 43 energy groups is permitted. The group fluxes




_g is the average flux per unit lethargy in
energy group g,
_g is the average flux per unit energy in energy
group g,
_g is the integral of _(E) over energy from Eg
to Eg_lO
The input group energy limits are adjusted by the NAP program,
if they are not consistent with the group energy limits used
in the NAP Cross Section Library, which are listed in Table I.
Similarly, input group fluxes _g are adjusted to be consistent
with the library energy limits. A simple check calculation is
automatically performed to insure that the total flux is
invariant to this energy limit and group flux adjustment.
Thus, in many cases, the group energy limits and group fluxes
appearing on the output will be equivalent but not identical
to those supplied as input by the problem originator.
If desired, this group adjustment procedure can be
bypassed by appropriate selection of an input parameter.
The program user must then insure that the input group fluxes
are consistent either with the NAP Cross Section Library
or with cross sections supplied by the user. In any case,
the quantity P(t)F _g _g integrated over energy, where
_g
is a group g cross section supplied by the NAP library or










APPROXIMATION OF NEUTRON FLUX TIME DEPENDENCE
ii
Tab le I
NAP LIBRARY ENERGY GROUP STRUCTURE






































































































































Spatial variation of the neutron flux is provided by
the problem originator or by the neutron transport sub-
routines of the NAP program+ After specifying the incident
neutron flux at the position Xo, or in the first spatial




stipulate that the group fluxes are spatially-
independent,
supply spatially-dependent group fluxes as
input, or
utilize the NAP neutron transport subroutines
to provide spatially-dependent group fluxes.
The NAP neutron transport calculation is based on the
discrete ordinate method in one-dimensional slab or spherical
geometry+ In the absence of internal neutron sources, the
monoenergetic steady-state Boltzmann transport equation
I
may be written
+ I5x 7t9 = _ Zs 9(x,_')d_'
i
where plane geometry and isotropic scattering have been
assumed. Here 9(x,_) is the monoenergetic neutron flux
at x traveling in the direction cos-l_ with respect to the
positive x-axis, and Et and Zs are the total and scattering
cross sections, respectively, both being step functions of
position. In the discrete ordinate method, the integral
in the equation above is approximated by a numerical integra-
tion formula of the type:




Neutron Transport Theory. Oxford University
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where the discrete ordinates _j and the weights aj are given
by the integration formula used, and are independent of the
integrando The transport equation need then be solved only
for _ equal to each of the _j. That is, the transport
equation is replaced by the system of N differential equations
N
_(x,_j) i Z _, ak_(X,_ k)
_j _ x + Zt _(x,_j) = _ s k--i
The technique is easily extended in the multigroup
formalism. The equations solved by the NAP neutron transport
subroutine are, in slab geometry,
N
d Yg) _g(X, i _ ak_g(X,_k)(_j ___ + _j) = _ Zg,g k=l
+ ½ Zg-l,g ak_g.l(X,_k )
k--i
where Og(X,_j) is the neutron flux at x traveling in the
direction cos-l_j with energy in energy group g Et is the, g
total cross section for energy group g, and Zh,g is the
scattering cross section for transfer from energy group h
into energy group go Similar, but more complicated equations,
are solved for problems in spherical geometry. One of the
restrictions of the current transport subroutine is that
neutron slowing-down is assumed to be from one energy group
only to the adjacent energy group of lower energy. These
equations are solved by an iterative procedure.
The boundary conditions used in the NAP transport sub-
routine are that the incident flux is specified at the left-
most, or first, value of x and_that there is no return current
(vacuum boundary condition) at the right-most, or largest
value of x. That is,
14
= given for all g and _j
= 0 for all _j < 0
>0
As many as 20 slab or spherical shell regions, of
different materials, may be used in the NAP neutron transport
subroutine. A maximum of ten ordinates may be used to
describe the angular dependence of the flux, and 43 neutron
energy groups may be used. Either Legendre-Gauss or Lobatto
quadrature is available. The appropriate ordinates, i.eo
values of cos Gwhere0 is the angle between the neutron
velocity and the normal to the surface, are given in Table II.
The program user must specify the forward components of each
group flux at the left-most surface. A maximum of I00 spatial
mesh points may be used in the problem. Figure 3 illustrates
a one-group, two-region problem using eleven mesh points.
Macroscopic total, scattering, and group transfer cross sections
must be supplied for each energy group and each region.
Isotropic scattering is assumed and group transfer is permitted
from group g to g+l only, i.e. only down-scatter is permitted
to the next lower energy group. The convergence criterion
¢ is supplied by the problem originator. Convergence is
assumed when, for each energy group, the fractional change
in the flux at the rlght-most spatial point is less than
between iterations. The flux in each group is then spatially
averaged in each region for later use in computing activation.
Further details of the physics aspects of the NAP neutron
transport subroutines are given in Volume II of this report
series.
In summary, the incident neutron flux must be specified
by the program user. The time-dependence is contained in
the power level factors P(t), the energy-dependence is
contained in the group fluxes @g, and the spatial-dependence
is either specified as input data or computed by the NAP
program in one-dimensional slab or spherical geometry.
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Table II
VALUES OF DISCRETE ORDINATES
Number of
Ordinates




4 + 0.3399810 + 0.447214
+ 0.8611363 + 1.0
1 1
6 + 0.2386192 + 0.285232
8
i0
+ 0.6612094 + 0.765055
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Figure 3
SPATIAL DEPENDENCE OF NEUTRON FLUX
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Bo Calculation of Radioisotopic Atom Densities
The neutron produced radioisotopic atom densities are
computed as a function of time in each region, region by
region. A maximum of 20 regions may be used. The initial
isotopic or elemental atom densities in each region must be
provided as input data. If elemental densities are specified,
the isotopic composition is assumed to be that of the
naturally occuring element. A maximum of 20 initial isotopes
may be utilized in each region. The geometry of each region
is arbitrary, but the neutron flux is taken as spatially
constant in each region.
Each time period for which the power level is constant
is divided into a set of equal time intervals. The total
number of time intervals summed over the time periods is
limited to 199. That is, the isotopic atom densities in each
region may be computed at 200 different times, including the
initial time. The time periods and time intervals are taken
identically in each spatial region.
In each region, each initially present isotope is
examined for possible (n,?), (n,p), (n,_), and (n,2n) reactions
ending with a ground state or an isomeric state. Only one
ground state and one isomeric state is permitted for each
isotope. Each isotope initially present leads to the possible
production of eight new "isotopes." Four of these result
from (n,x) reactions, where x is ?, p, _, or 2n, leading to
a ground state; the other four result from (n,x) reactions
leading to an isomeric state. The labeling of the (n,x)
reaction cross section contained in the NAP Cross Section
Library, or in the cross section set supplied by the program
user, indicates whether the cross section of the (n,x) reaction
is to be associated with a ground state product or an isomeric
state product. If no tabulated cross section for the (n,x)
reaction is found by the NAP program, the code will either
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set the cross section equal to zero or will calculate the cross
section as indicated in the input options by the problem
originator. This cross section calculation will be described
briefly belo_ and applies only in the case of reactions
leading to ground state products. If no cross section is
found for reactions leading to an isomeric state, the cross
section is automatically taken as zero. In addition, the
cross sections for (n,T) reactions are corrected to account
for resonance self-shielding. This correction is also
discussed below.
The members of each radioisotope decay chain are determined
by searching the NAP GammaRadiation Library for the appropriate
isotopes and their mode of decay. If an isotope is not found
listed in the library, it is regarded as stable and the chain
is terminated. It may be noted that if the decay of a radio-
active isotope can in no way lead to photon emission, the
isotope may be regarded as stable without error in computing
gamma ray source strengths. The NAP GammaRadiation Library
was constructed to be as complete as possible and contains
decay data for over 800 isotopes. A complete listing of the
library is given in Volume IV of this report series. The
maximum length of each chain is five members, including the
isotope originally present. The formulation of the chain is
discussed further in Volume II.
Having formulated a decay chain, the NAP program computes
the atom density of each chain member at each time step,
i.e., at the end of each time interval. For example, at the
time t + At, where the atom densities are known at the time
t and At is the duration of the next time interval,
nl(t + At) -- nl(t)exp(QiAt )
nl(t)S I
n2(t + At) -- n2(t)exp(-Q2At ) + Q2_Q I •
[exp(-QiAt)-exp(-Q2At) ]
where n i is the atom density of chain member i, Qi is the loss
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rate, and Sj is the production rate due to chain member j.
The Q and S pertaining to the isotope initially present are
QI = P(At)F / _g tg dE
S I = P(At)F f _g _Xg dE
where P(At) is the power level during the time interval At,
F is the flux normalization factor, _g is the neutron flux for
energy group g and the appropriate spatial region _x is the
' g
cross section for neutron energy group g and reaction (n,x)i
and _gt is the sum of Xg over all x, x being ?, p,e, or 2n.
The loss and production rates for the remaining members of the
chain involve only decay rates and branching ratios. The
expressions for the atom densities of the other chain members
are similar to those quoted above. Further discussion is provided
in Volume II of this report series.
The reaction rate per nucleus, i.e., the quantity _gOg
integrated over energy, is computed by one of the NAP
subroutines. The total reaction rate is simply the sum of the
partial rates. Neutron reactions for other than the first chain
member are ignored. The microscopic group cross sections are
tabulated in the NAP Cross Section Library, or they may be sup-
plied by the problem originator. The library cross sections
are tabulated for 43 neutron energy groups using the energy
structure given in Table I. A complete library listing is given
in Volume III of this report series.
Because the program user will frequently desire to use
less than 43 neutron energy groups, theprogram will collapse
the 43 group cross section set to produce a cross section set
desired by the user. The 43 group cross sections are
collapsed by assuming one of the following flux spectra:
i. constant flux per unit energy
2. constant flux per unit lethargy
3. fission spectrum above 183 keV, constant flux per
unit lethargy below 183 keV.
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That is, if the problem originator specifies less than 43
neutron energy groups and also selects use of the NAP Cross
Section Library, narrow group library cross sections are
weighted with one of the above spectra to produce broad group
cross sections consistent with the problem originator's given
group structure.
The library cross sections for the 43rd group are multi-
plied by a thermal averaging parameter and a non-i/v factor,
if given for the isotope of interest. A maximum of ten
isotopic non-i/v factors may be specified in a NAP problem.
The group 43 library cross section is the 2200 m/sec value of
the cross section. The thermal averaging parameter is that
factor such that the 2200 m/sec value of the cross section
multiplied by the thermal averaging parameter would yield
the value of the thermal cross section averaged over the
thermal neutron flux spectrum thought to be appropriate to the
problem, if the cross section had a I/v neutron energy depend-
ence. The thermal averaging parameter is regarded as spatially
independent, and is applied to all isotopic cross sections.
Because of the possibility of appreciable spatial and
energy self-shielding in large (n,?) resonances, effective
(n,?) cross sections are computed automatically if resonance
parameters for the isotope of interest are found in the cross
section library, or in the cross section set supplied by the
program user° Resonance self-shielding is accounted for by
computation of effective resonance integrals for as many as
nine resolved resonances for each isotope° Effective reson-
ance integrals are computed using either the NR or NRIA
2
approximation and the rational approximation for the escape
probability° Further details of the physical model utilized
by the NAP program in the computation of effective resonance
integrals are given in Volume II of this report series°
2Dresner, L.: Resonance Absorption in Nuclear Reactors.
Pergamon Press, 1960.
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In an effort to make the NAP program as comprehensive
as feasible, cross section calculations are provided for use
when any of the required cross sections are poorly known° By
appropriate choice of input control parameters, the NAP
program will compute any (n,_),(n,p),(n,_), or (n,2n) reaction
cross sections for ground state product nuclei, if the
required cross section is not found by the program in either
the library or in the cross section set supplied by the
program user° If desired, computed cross sections can be used
in place of the library cross sections. The thermal (n,_)
cross sections are crudely estimated from known systematics
in measured thermal (n,?) cross sections and least squares
fits to the measured data° Epithermal (n,?) cross sections
are estimated using statistical resonance theory and least
squares fits to measured resonance statistical parameters°
Only s-wave resonances are considered° The (n,p),(n,e), and
(n,2n) reaction cross sections are estimated by computing
compound nucleus formation cross sections due to neutron
bombardment and using the statistical model to compute compound
nucleus decay probabilities° Direct nuclear reactions are
ignored° Further details of the physical models used in cross
section computation are reported in Volume Iio Finally, it
may be emphasized that no additional input data is required by
the NAP program for the computation of cross sections° All
necessary data, such as reaction Q-values, are generated
automatically°
In summary, isotopic atom densities are computed region
by region at up to 200 different specified times. Only
isotopes initially present are assumed to undergo nuclear
reactions° The transmutation chains resulting from each
isotope initially present are formulated by examining the
product of flux and cross section to find possible nuclear
reaction products° The decay chain resulting from each
reaction product is followed until a stable isotope is
encountered or a maximum chain length of five members is
22
attained° Required reaction cross sections may be obtained
from the NAP library, computed internally, or supplied by
the program user. Resonance self-shielding of the (n,?)
reactions is accounted for if resonance parameters are avail-
able to the program°
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C. Calculation of Gamma Ray Source Strengths
After each time interval, the gamma ray source strength
density due to each chain member is computed. The gamma ray
spectrum is obtained by dividing the entire gamma ray energy
range of interest into contiguous energy groups. The gamma
ray energy group limits must be specified by the program user.
A maximum of 20 gamma ray energy groups is permitted. The
isotopic source strength density is given by
ai, j(t) = nj(t)%jfi, j
where ai,j(t ) is the number of photons in gamma ray energy
group i emitted by chain member j at the time t per unit
volume per unit time, nj(t) is the atom density of chain
member j at the time t, %. is the decay constant of chain
J
member j, and fi,j is the number of photons emitted in gamma
energy group i by chain member j per disintegration.
The fi,j above are obtained by using the gamma ray energy
group structure supplied by the problem originator and data
contained in the NAP Gamma Radiation Library. The library
contains, for each isotope, the half-life, a listing of gamma
ray energies, and a fractional emission probability for each
listed photon energy. A complete description and listing of
the NAP Gamma Radiation Library is given in Volume IV of this
report series.
Regional source strength densities are obtained by
summing the ai,j(t) in a given region over the index j. The
region source strength densities are printed out for each region,
each time interval, and each gamma ray energy group. In a
similar manner, the regional energy source strength densities
are printed out. The energy source strengths are simply the
gamma ray source strengths multiplied by the average energy
of each gamma ray energy group.
24
Do Calculation of Gamma Ray Dose Rate and Dose
For each source region, the distance R from the center
of the region to a single detector position must be given.
After each time interval, the gamma ray dose rate due to each
source region is computed according to
= i E
DR(t) 4_R_ i,j Kiai, j (t)
where K i is a conversion factor from photons/cm2sec to tissue
dose rate in rads/hr for gamma ray energy group i.
The gamma ray dose due to each source region is obtained
by trapezoidal integration of the dose rate over time. The
initial and final times for each dose calculation must be
supplied as input data.
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III. INPUT DATA PREPARATION
This section defines the input variables and specifies
the input format for each input card necessary in using the
NAP program. Except for the first input card, all input data
to the NAP program are integer numbers or floating point
numbers. The first card, which contains the problem title,
may contain any of the alphabetic and numerical characters
A to Z and 0 to 9.
An integer number is written without a decimal point,
using the decimal digits 0, 1,...,9. A floating point number
is written with a decimal point, using the decimal digits
0, l, oeo9o Any unsigned number (without a preceeding + or -
sign) is assumed to be positive. A floating point number may
include an integer exponent preceeded by an E. Thus the floating
point number 5.0E+03 means 5.0 x 103. An unsigned exponent is
assumed to be positive.
The manner in which the value of an input variable is
to be entered on an input card is specified below in the form
lw or Ew.d. Here I indicates that the value should be entered
as an integer number, while E indicates that the value should
be entered as a floating point number. The value of w is the
number of columns on the input card which may be used to
specify the value of the input variable, while the value of
d is the number of columns to the right of the decimal (ex-
cluding an integer exponent). For example, the specification
16 indicates that six column_ on the input card are reserved
for entering an integer number. The integer number should be
punched in this six-column field right-justified (i.e., the
units position is at the extreme right). Thus the largest number
which can be entered using an 16 format is 999999. Similarly,
the specification E12.5 indicates that 12 columns on the input
card are reserved for entering a floating point number. The
integer exponent, if any, must be entered as right-justified.
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Succeeding input format specifications as used here
are separated by commas, and each specification is repeated
as many times as shown by the integer preceeding the speci-
fication. If no integer preceeds the specification, it is
used only once. Thus the specifications 2E12.5, 312 as used
with the input variables EPS, XO, IGEON, 1OUT, and NOANG mean
that the value of EPS is punched as a floating point number on
the input card in columns 1-12, the value of XO is punched as
a floating point number in columns 13-24, and the values of
IGEON, 1OUT, and NOANG are punched as integer numbers in
columns 25-26, 27-28, and 29-30, respectively.
Blank columns on any input card (except the first) are
interpreted as a zero by the program. Floating point numbers
need not have 4 columns devoted to the exponent field. The
start of the exponent field must be marked by an E, or, if
that is omitted, by a + or -. Thus E2, E+2, +02, E02, and
E+02 are all permissible exponent fields. The decimal point
in a floating point number, as punched on the input card,
overrides the position indicated in the input format specifi-
cation.
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Card Type i, format 12A6; problem title. This card is
simply a title card and may contain any 72 alphanumeric
characters. The title will appear at the top of each page of
output data.
Card Type 2, format E12.5, 716; FLUXN, NOBG, NOREG,
NOGG, NOSS, NISO, IFLX, IWT.
FLUXN is a neutron flux normalization factor (p. 9).
It is used to avoid repeated entries of powers of ten in
describing the neutron flux on card type 6 or ii. All fluxes
input to the NAP code are multiplied by this factor. The
dimensional units are not fixed, but must be consistent with
the dimensions used on card type 6 or ii.
NOBG is the number of neutron energy groups (p. 9) used
in the specification of the neutron flux on card type 6 or Ii.
NOBGmust be less than 44.
NOREGis the total number of spatial regions (p. 15)
in the problem. If the NAP neutron transport subroutine
is used, neutron transport cross sections and geometrical
data must be supplied for each of the NOREGregions. Similarly,
if region-dependent neutron fluxes are input to the program
(card type ii), the code expects the group fluxes to be speci-
fied for each of the NOREGregions. Finally, the program
expects initial isotopic atom densities (card type 22) to be
specified in each of the NOREGregions. In any case,
NOREGmust be less than 21.
NOGGis the number of gamma ray energy groups (p. 24) to
be used in the description of the gamma ray energy spectrum.
NOGGmust be less than 21.
NOSS is an integer number used as a control option. If
NOSS is entered as zero, the NAP program assumes that the
neutron flux spectrum specified by card type 6 is region-
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independent, i.e., the fluxes input on card type 6 will be
used in each region. If NOSS is entered as a positive integer
(> 0), the NAP neutron transport subroutine (p. 13) will be
used to compute region-dependent fluxes. Finally, if NOSS
is entered as a negative integer (< 0), the NAP program
expects region-dependent fluxes to be supplied as input data
using card type ii.
NISO is meaningful only if the neutron transport sub-
routine is used (NOSS > 0). If NISO is entered as zero, the
neutron transport subroutine assumes that the incident neutron
flux (po 14) specified on card type 6 is isotropic. If NISO
is entered as any positive integer (> 0), the neutron transport
subroutine expects that the angular dependence of the incident
flux is specified by data on card type 9o
IFLX is a control integer indicating the interpretation
(p. i0) to be given to the incident neutron group fluxes
specified by card type 6 or ii. IFLX = 0 signifies that the
group fluxes input on card type 6 or ii are integrals of _(E)
over energy using the group energy limits specified by card
type 3o IFLX = 1 signifies that the input group fluxes are
average fluxes per unit lethargy. IFLX -- 2 signifies that the
input group fluxes are average fluxes per unit energy. IFLX =
5 signifies that no interpretation is required for the input
group fluxes, and further that the neutron energy group limits
(card type 3) should no____tbe adjusted to be consistent with the
NAP Cross Section Library energy limits. This last option is
used only when the problem originator desires to rely exclusively
on his own cross section set (card types 19 and 20)° The use
of IFLX is summarized in Table III.
IWT is a control integer indicating the type of neutron
flux spectrum weighting (p. 20) given to the reaction cross
sections if NOBG is less than 43. If IWT -- 0, a fission flux
spectrum is used to weight the cross sections above 183 keV
and a I/E flux spectrum below 183 keV. If IWT = i, a I/E flux
spectrum is used; if IWT = 2, a constant flux per unit energy
spectrum is used. The use of IWT is summarized in Table IV.
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Note: _F(E) denotes a fission flux spectrum.
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Card type 3, format 6E12.5; ELIM(1).
ELIM(1) is the lower energy limit of neutron energy group
I in units of electron-volts. That is, ELIM(1) corresponds
to the energy limit E 1 on p. 9. Here I is a running index
such that I = I, 2, 3, ..., NOBG, where NOBG is the total
number of neutron energy groups entered on card type 2. The
values of ELIM(1) are specified six values per card in order
of decreasing neutron energy. The upper energy limit of the
first neutron energy group is not specified, but is programmed
to be 21.17 MeV. The total number of energy limits entered is
thus equal to NOBG. As many as seven cards of this type may
be required. If IFLX (card type 2) is 5, NOBG energy limits
must be given but are not actually used. However, the energy
limits will be printed out as part of the output data.
Card type 4, format 2413; NLIM(1). (Used if IFLX = 5).
NLIM(1) are integers which specify the manner in which
the 43-group cross section sets provided by the program user
should be collapsed into a set of NOBG groups. This type of
card must be submitted if and only if IFLX is 5. Here I is a
running index such that I = i, 2, 3, ..., NOBG. Each value of
NLIM specifies the largest group number of each of the broad
neutron energy groups. For example, if five neutron energy
groups (NOBG = 5) are used to specify the flux such that the
first group consists of groups i-i0 of the 43-group structure
used to describe the cross sections, the second group consists
of groups 11-20, the third of 21-30, the fourth of 31-42, and
the fifth of 43 only, then the values of NLIM entered on this
card should be i0, 20, 30, 42, 43. The values of NLIM are
entered 24 to a card arranged in order of increasing group
number. Two cards of this type may be required. The broad
group cross section set is obtained by an arithmetic average
of the appropriate narrow group cross sections.
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Card type 5, format 6E12.5; EGG(1) o
EGG(l) are floating point numbers which are the gamma
ray energy group limits (p. 24) desired in the NAP computation.
Here I is a running index such that I = i, 2, 3, ..o, NOGG+I
where NOGGis the number of gamma ray energy groups entered on
card type 2. The EGG(l) are expressed in MeV and must be
listed in order of decreasing value, six values to a card.
Unlike the specification of the neutron energy group limits,
the uppermost gamma ray energy group limit must be specified.
Thus EGG(l) is the upper energy limit of the first gamma ray
energy group, EGG(2) is the lower energy limit of the first
gamma ray energy group, EGG(3) is the lower energy limit of the
second gamma ray energy group, etc. All photons of energy above
the largest energy limit or below the smallest energy limit are
ignored. Up to four cards of this type may be required.
Card type 6, format 6E12.5; FLXIN(1).
FLXIN(1) are floating point numbers which specify the
magnitude of the incident neutron flux (p. 9) using the energy
group structure previously entered on card type 3o Here I is
a running index such that I -- i, 2, 3, .°., NOBGwhere NOBG
is the number of neutron energy groups entered on card type 2o
Thus, FLXIN(1) is the magnitude of the incident neutron flux
in energy group I. The values of the FLXIN array are listed in
order of decreasing energy (increasing group number) with six
values to a card. Eight cards of this type may be required°
The physical units used depend upon the value entered for IFLX
on card type 2. The values of the FLXIN(1) entered on this card
are all multiplied by the value of FLUXN (card type 2) during
operation of the program. Thus if IFLX is entered as zero,
the product of FLUXN and FLXIN(1) should have units of neutrons/
2
cm -sec. If IFLX is i, the product of FLUXN and FLXIN(1)
should have units of neutrons per unit lethargy/cm2-sec. If
IFLX is 2, the product of FLUXN and FLXIN(1) should have units
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of neutrons/eV-cm2-sec. If IFLX is 5, the units are arbitrary
but must be consistent with the units of the cross sections
entered on card type 20.
Card type 7, format 2E12.5, 312; EPS, XO, IGEON, 1OUT,
NOANG. Must be submitted if and only if NOSS (card type 2)
is greater than zero.
EPS is a floating point number specifying the convergence
criterion (p. 15) used in the NAP neutron transport subroutine.
In each neutron energy group, convergence is satisfied when the
fractional change in the group flux at the right-most boundary
is less than EPS between successive iterations.
XO is the spatial coordinate in centimeters of the left-
most boundary (p. 14). An error stop will occur if XO is zero
and spherical geometry is used.
IGEON is an integer number indicating the geometry for
the neutron transport subroutine. If IGEON is zero, spherical
geometry is assumed; if IGEON is i, slab geometry is assumed.
1OUT is an integer number specifying the quantity of data
output generated by the neutron transport subroutine. If 1OUT
is entered as 3, the angular flux, i.e. @(x,_j) on p. 14,
obtained from the neutron transport solution is printed out
as a function of space (mesh point), energy group, and angle
(_j). If lOUT is entered as 2, the group flux, i.e. _(x,_j)
integrated over _, is printed as a function of space and energy
group. If IOUT is entered as i, the spatially-averaged group
flux in each spatial region is printed as a function of energy
group.
NOANG is an integer specifying the type and number of
discrete ordinates (p. 13) to be used in the neutron transport
subroutine. If NOANG is 2, 4, 6, 8, or i0, Legendre-Gauss
quadrature is used employing the 2, 4, 6, 8, or i0 angular
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ordinates given in Table II (p. 16). If NOANGis 24 or 26,
Lobatto quadrature is used employing 4 or 6 ordinates. If
spherical geometry is used (IGEON = 0), Legendre-Gauss quad-
rature will be employed, even if Lobatto quadrature is selected.
Card type 8, format 4E12.4, 12; SIGS(1), SIGT(1), SIGSL(1),
DX(1), NINT(1) o Must be submitted if and only if NOSS (card
type 2) is greater than zero.
SIGS(1) is a floating point number giving the value of the
macroscopic neutron scattering cross section (p. 13) for neutron
energy group one and region I. Here I is a running index such
that I = i, 2, 3, .o., NOREGwhere NOREGis the number of regions
specified on card type 2. There are as many cards of this type
as there are regions in the problem. Thus the first type 8
card gives data pertaining to region one, the second to region
two, etc. Note however that SIGS(1) on this card pertains only
to the first (highest) neutron energy group. Cross sections
for other energy groups are given on card type i0. The physical
units of SIGS(1) must be consistent with the units used for
FLUXN (card type 2) and FLXIN(1) (card type 6). The product
of SIGS, FLUXN, and FLXIN should have units of neutrons/cm3-sec.
SlGT(1) is analogous to SlGS(1), but is the total cross
section.
SlGSL(1) is also analogous to SlGS(1), but is the cross
section for neutron scattering from energy group one to energy
group two. The SIGSL values, when multiplied by the group one
flux values, act as a slowing down source term for the second
energy group.
DX(1) is the mesh point spacing (p. 15) in centimeters
for region I.
NINT(1) is an integer equal to the number of mesh point
intervals in region I. The thickness of region I is thus
DX(1) times NINT(1). The total number of mesh intervals summed
over all of the regions must be less than i00.
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Card type 9, format 5E12.4; AFLX(J). Must be submitted
if and only if both NOSS and NISO (card type 2) are greater
than zero.
AFLX(J) is a floating point number which specifies the
value of the incident neutron flux in energy group one at the
discrete ordinate _j (p. 14). The number of AFLX values entered
should be one-half the number of discrete ordinates indicated
by NOANGon card type 7, inasmuch as only the forward components
of the angular flux are to be specified. The AFLX values should
be entered in order of increasing g (decreasing _), and must
be normalized such that the sum of the values times the angular
weights pertaining to both forward and backward components is
unity. That is, the value of AFLX(J) must be equal to one-
half the fractional neutron flux in the first neutron energy
group incident upon the left-most boundary directed at an angle
0j = cos -I _j to the normal. Only positive values of _j are
considered. An'example is given in the following paragraph.
If NISO is entered as zero, this card is not submitted_ and the
AFLX values are internally programmed to be 0.5.
As an example, suppose that the neutron flux incident upon
the left-most boundary of the system is known as a function of
energy and angle to the normal. A typical angular dependence
is shown in Figure 4. An isotropic flux is also shown for
comparison. If Legendre-Gauss quadrature with four ordinates
are used, two values of AFLX(J) should be entered on card
type 9. For the example shown in Figure 4, these two values
should be 0.795 and 0.550 in that order.
Card type i0, format 3E12.4; SIGS(1), SIGT(1), SIGSL(1).
Must be submitted if and only if NOSS is greater than zero and
NOBG is greater than one. This card is analogous to card type
8, except that the mesh point spacing and number of mesh
intervals is omitted. The cross sections now refer to the
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FIGURE 4
EXAMPLE OF ANISOTROPIC FLUX
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which indicates the region number, I = I, 2, 3, ..., NOREG.
These cards are ordered by increasing region number, the region
numbers increasing from left to right.
If both NOSS and NISO are greater than zero and NOBG is
greater than one, a cardof type 9 now follows the above set
of card type i0. The AFLX values now refer to the anisotropy
of the incident neutron flux in the second neutron energy group.
Card types I0 and 9 are repeated until data for all the neutron
energy groups have been submitted.
To clarify the ordering of card types 8, 9, and i0, the
following example may be considered. Suppose a NAP problem
is set up with three neutron energy groups, two spatial regions,
the incident neutron flux is anisotropic in a known manner, and
it is desired to use the NAP neutron transport subroutine. On
card type 2, NOBG should be given as 3, NOREG as 2, NOSS and
NISO as some integer greater than zero, say I. Card types 8,
9, and i0 should be submitted in the following order:
i. card type 8 for region one and neutron energy group
one
2. card type 8 for region two and energy group one
3. card type 9 for neutron energy group one
4. card type i0 for region one and neutron energy
group two
5. card type i0 for region two and energy group two
6. card type 9 for neutron energy group two
7. card type I0 for region one and neutron energy
group three
8. card type i0 for region two and energy group three
9. card type 9 for neutron energy group three
If the incident neutron flux were known to be isotropic, then
NISO on card type 2 should be given as zero. The ordering of
the cards is the same as that just given, except that all cards
of type 9 must be omitted.
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Card type ii, format 6E12.5; FLX(1). Must be submitted
if and only if NOREG (card type 2) is greater than one and
NOSS (card type 2) is less than zero.
FLX is an array of floating point numbers used to describe
the average neutron fluxes in each spatial region as a function
of neutron energy group. If NOSS is greater than zero, the NAP
neutron transport subroutine is used to generate the FLX array.
If NOSS is zero, the FLXIN array submitted on card type 6 is
assumed to apply in each spatial region, i.e. the neutron flux
is independent of spatial region. If NOSS is less than zero,
the neutron flux in each energy group and each spatial region
(other than the first) must be supplied on this type input card.
Here I is a running index such that I = NOBG+I, NOBG+2, o..,
(NOBG) x (NOREG). For example, if NOSS is less than zero,
NOREGis 3, and NOBG is 4, then the group fluxes in region one
should be entered on card type 6 for energy groups one through
four, in order of increasing group number (decreasing energy).
The cards of type ii should then contain eight numbers, six
on the first card and two on the second. The first four numbers
should be the group fluxes in region two, in order of increasing
group number; the second set of four numbers should be the
group fluxes in region three, in order of increasing group
number.
Card type 12, format E12.5; TFAC, NONV.
TFAC is a floating point number which specifies the
thermal averaging parameter (p. 21). All group 43 neutron
reaction cross sections are multiplied by TFAC. Thus TFAC is
that factor such that multiplication of the 2200 m/sec cross
section value of a i/v cross section by TFAC yields the ef-
fective thermal cross section. For example, if the thermal
neutron flux is assumed to have a Maxwellian velocity distri-
bution with a most probable velocity of 2200 m/sec, then TFAC
is the ratio of the most probable velocity to the average
velocity and should be entered as 1/1.128 = 0.8862.
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NONVis an integer equal to the number of isotopes in the
problem (in all spatial regions for which gamma ray source
strengths are desired) whose thermal cross sections are not
i/v. The maximum value of NONVis ten.
Card type 13, format 3(216, E12.5); NZ(1), NA(1), VFAC(1).
Must be submitted if and only if NONV (card type 12) is greater
than zero.
NZ(1) is an integer equal to the atomic number of the
Ith isotope having a non-i/v thermal cross section° Here I
is a running index such that I = 1,2,..., NONV.
NA(1) is an integer equal to the atomic mass number of
the Ith isotope having a non-I/v thermal cross section.
VFAC(1) is a floating point number equal to the non-i/v
factor (po 21) for the Ith isotope having a non-i/v thermal
cross section° In computing neutron reaction rates for isotopes
originally present in the problem, the NAP program searches the
NZ, NA table provided by cards of type 13. If both the atomic
number and the mass number of the isotope under consideration
are found in the table, the thermal (C=oss Section Library neutron
energy group 43) cross section is mul_Plied by both TFAC and
VFAC(1) to obtain an effective thermal cross section for use in
computing the reaction rate. Three sets of NZ, NA, and VFAC are
permitted on each card of type 13 in the order NZ(1), NA(1),
VFAC(1), NZ(2), NA(2), VFAC(2), NZ(3), NA(3), VFAC(3). Since
NONVmust be equal to or less than ten, a maximum of four cards
of type 13 is permitted, the last card having only one set of
values.
Card type 14, format 216; NOPER, NODOS.
NOPER is an integer equal to the total number of time
periods in which the power level (po 9) is constant. NOPER is
limited to a value of 50 or lesso For example, if P(t) is given
by 22 values as indicated in Figure 2, NOPERmust be entered
as 22°
NODOSis an integer equal to the number of initial and
final times to be used in the dose calculations (p. 25) o
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Each dose calculation consists of a numerical integration of
the dose rate from some initial time to some final time.
These times are supplied on card type 18. NODOSmust be
equal to the total number of such times and must be 50 or
less. For example, suppose three dose calculations are
desired, the first from time t I to time t2, the second from
t 3 to t4, and the third from t 4 to t 5. Six values for the
time must be supplied on card type 18, the fourth such value
being repeated, and NODOSmust be entered as six. It may be
noted that NODOSis twice the number of dose calculations
desired.
Card Type 15, format 6E12.5; POW(1).
POW(1) is a floating point number which gives the value
of the power level P(t) (p. 9) during the Ith time period.
Here I is a running index such that I = 1,2,.o., NOPER. The
physical units are arbitrary, but must be consistent with the
units used for FLUXN on card type 2 and FLXIN(1) on card type
6. It is essential that the product of POW, FLUXN, FLXIN,
and the neutron cross sections, whether taken from the NAP
Cross Section Library or supplied by the user, has dimensions
of neutrons/sec. The number of values of POW(1) submitted,
six to a card, must be equal to the value of NOPER (card
type 14). Thus, for the example shown in Figure 2, 22 values
of POW(1) must be entered. A value of zero entered for any
POW(1) implies that there is no incident neutron flux during
the Ith time period.
Card Type 16, format 6E12.5; TI(1).
TI(1) is a floating point number equal to the duration in
hours, of the Ith time period. Here I is a running index such
that I = 1,2,..., NOPER. The power level POW(1) is constant
throughout the time period of length TI(1). There must be
NOPER values of TI(1) given, six per card.
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Card Type 17, format 1216, NINT(1).
NINT(1) is an integer equal to the number of equal time
intervals contained in the time period of length TI(1). Again
I is a running index such that I = 1,2,..., NOPERo Thus the
Ith time period of length TI(1), during which the power level
is constant at the value POW(1), is divided into NINT(1) time
intervals, each of length TI(1)/NINT(1). The radioisotopic
atom densities, gamma ray source strengths, and gamma ray dose
rates are computed at the end of each time interval° There
must be NOPERvalues of NINT(1) given, twelve per card. The
total number of time intervals used in all the time periods
is limited to 200. That is, the sum of the values of all the
NINT(1) must be equal to or less than 200.
As an example, suppose the power level is unity for one
hour, and then is zero. Then NOPER is 2, POW(1) is 1.0, and
POW(2) is 0o0. If it is desired to compute the gamma ray dose
rate every ten minutes during the irradiation, and every five
minutes for three hours after the irradiation, then TI(1) is
1.0, TI(2) is 3°0, NINT(1) is 6, and NINT(2) is 36°
Card Type 18, format 6E12o5; TS(1).
TS(1) is a floating point number equal to an initial or
final time (in hours) used in calculating the gamma ray dose.
Here I is a running index such that I = 1,2,..., NODOSo This
card must be submitted even if NODOSis zero, in which case a
blank card may be used° There must be NODOSvalues of TS(1)
entered, six per card. For the example discussed above under
card type 14, one card of type 18 should be submitted containing
the values t I, t 2, t 3, t 4, t 4, t 5.
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Card Type 19, format 16; NXo
NX is an integer which specifies the number of neutron
reaction cross section sets supplied by the program user, to
be used in preference to the NAP Cross Section Library. Each
reaction type for each isotope is counted as a single set°
If no cross sections are supplied, NX should be entered as
zero.
Card Type 20, format 10E8.1; X(M).
X(M), M = 1,2,...,50, is an array of floating point
numbers, ten per card, giving the microscopic cross section
set supplied by the program user. Five cards of this type
constitutes a single cross section set. These cards must not
be submitted if NX (card type 19) is zero.
X(1) = atomic number (Z) of isotope described by this
set of cross sections.
X(2) = mass number (A) of isotope°
X(3) = fractional abundance of naturally occuring
isotope°
X(4) = a number describing the type of cross section
given. Acceptable values of X(4), and their
meanings, are given in Table V o
X(5) = microscopic potential scattering cross section
(barns) o
If X(4) is less than I00,
cross section (barns) for neutron energy group i.




X(48) = cross section (barns) for neutron energy group 43°
If X(4) is I00 or 200,
X(6)
X(7)
= neutron resonance energy (eV) for first resonance.
= resonance statistical factor g for first resonance.
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Table V
IDENTIFICATION OF CROSSSECTION TYPE
X(4) type of reaction
product nucleus


































X(8) = resonance capture width (eV) for first resonance.
X(9) = resonance neutron width (eV) for first resonance.
X(10) = resonance parasitic width (eV) for first resonance.
X(II) = neutron resonance energy (eV) for second resonance.
s
X(50) = resonance parasitic width (eV) for ninth resonance.
If X(4) is less than 15, the NAP program assumes that the
cross section set is supplied, using a 43-group neutron energy
structure, in the order of decreasing energy. The cross section
for group 43 is assumed to be a 2200 m/sec value, i.e., it is
multiplied by TFAC and by VFAC, if appropriate, in computing
the reaction rate. If IFLX (card type 2) is five, the 43-group
energy structure need not be identical to that used in the
NAP Cross Section Library. Five cards of type 20 must be
supplied for each cross section type given. Additional cross
_section sets are placed in order of increasing Z, increasing A,
and increasing value of X(4). For example, cross section sets
for 30Zn 70 must preceed those for 31Ga69o
Card type 21, format I12,4E12.5; ISOR, R, TEMP, VOL, RDo
This card type and the following are grouped together in order
of increasing region number. There must be NOREG cards of this
type.
ISOR is an integer specifying the number of isotopic or
elemental atom densities to be specified as initially present
in the region. ISOR must not be greater than 20° If ISOR is
zero, the region is not considered in the computation of
gamma ray source strengths, but is considered in the neutron
transport problem if NOSS (card type 2) is greater than zero°
R is a floating point number giving one-half the radius
or one-half the thickness of the region, in centimeters° For
infinitely-long cylinders, R is the radius; for infinite slabs,
R is the thickness. R is used only in the computation of effective
resonance integrals (see Volume II). A machine overflow will
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occur if R is entered as zero and an effective resonance
integral calculation is attempted.
TEMP is a floating point number giving the temperature
(degrees Fahrenheit) of the region, and is used only in
effective resonance integral calculations.
VOL is a floating point number giving the volume (cm3)
of the region.
RD is a floating point number giving the distance (cm)
from the center of the region to the position where gamma
ray dose rate and dose information is desired° If RD is
entered as zero, no such information will be obtained, and
the NAP program will advance to the next region, after
computing the gamma ray source strengths°
Card Type 22, format 3(213, 16, E12o5); IZ(1), IA(1),
IKEY(1), DEN(l).
IZ(1) is an integer giving the atomic number of the Ith
isotope initially present in the region. On this type card,
I is a running index such that I = 1,2,..o, ISORo
IA(1) is an integer equal to the atomic mass number of
the Ith isotope initially present in the region° If IA(1) is
entered as zero, the NAP program assumes that the element
specified by IZ(1) is present in its naturally occurring
isotopic composition, provided that composition is available
in either the NAP Cross Section Library or in the Cross Section
sets supplied by the program user (see card type 20)°
IKEY(1) is an integer which controls the origin of all
neutron reaction cross sections for the Ith isotope or element
according to the following scheme:
IKEY = 0: cross sections will be calculated if not
found in the NAP Cross Section Library.
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IKEY = i :
IKEY = 2:
IKEY = 3:
cross sections will be set equal to
zero if not found in the library°
cross sections will be calculated even
if in the library.
cross sections are supplied (card type 20)
by the user. If not found in the supplied
data, they will be calculated.
DEN(I) is a floating point number giving the isotopic
(or elemental) atom density (1024 atoms/cc) of the I th isotope.
Each card of this type may contain data for three isotopes.
As an example of the ordering of card types 21 and 22, consider
a two-region problem with five isotopes initially present in
the first region and four in the second. The proper order is
then:
card type 21 for first region
card type 22 for first region (three isotopes)
card type 22 for first region (two isotopes)
card type 21 for second region
card type 22 for second region (three isotopes)
card type 22 for second region (one isotope)
Finally, a summary of program options available to the
problem originator is given in Table VI, a dictionary of all
input variables in Table VII, and a summary of input card































Regional fluxes are input
Flux is spatially uniform
Perform neutron transport
calculation
Incident flux is isotropic
Incident flux is anisotropic
Input group fluxes are integrals
over energy
Input group fluxes are averages
per unit lethargy
Input group fluxes are averages
per unit energy
Input group fluxes are undefined
and energy limits are not adjusted
Cross Sections are weighted by
fission flux spectrum and I/E
flux spectrum
Cross sections are weighted by
I/E flux spectrum




Print average group flux by
region
Print average group flux and
group flux by mesh point
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Print average group flux, group
flux, and angular flux
Calculate cross sections (for
isotope I) if not found in
library
Set cross sections equal to
zero if not found
Calculate cross sections




































Normalized incident angular flux (used only
if NOSS _ 0 and NISO _ 0) (No more than 5
values)
Initial isotopic atom density (i024/cc) for
isotope I.
Mesh spacing (cm) in region I (used only if
NOSS > 0)
Gamma energy group limits (MeV)
Neutron flux energy group limits (eV)
Convergence criterion for neutron transport
calculation
Incident neutron energy group fluxes
Neutron flux normalization factor
Regional neutron energy group fluxes (used
only if NOSS i 0)
Atomic mass number of initial isotope I (if
IA = O, natural abundance is used)
0,1,2 if FLUXIN(1) is integral flux, flux per
unit lethargy, or flux per unit energy,
respectively. If IFLX = 5, FLUXIN(1) is
arbitrary.
0 for spherical geometry, i for slab geometry
(used only if NOSS > 0)
Supplied for isotope I:
0:5 calculated if not in library
i: 5 = 0 if not in library
2: _ always calculated
3: _ applied as input
Used if and only if NOSS > 0:
3: print angular flux
2: print group flux












































Number of initial isotopes in region I
( X< 20)
Indicates weighting for averaging of group
_'S:
0,1,2 indicates fission and I/E weighting,
17E weighting, and constant weighting,
respectively
Atomic number of initial isotope I
Atomic number of Ith non-i/v isotope (used
if and only if NONV > 0)
Number of mesh intervals in region I (used
if and only if NOSS > 0) (Sum over I< i00)
Number of time intervals in time period I
(Sum over I _< 200)
0 if incident flux is anisotropic (used
only if NOSS > 0)
Used if and only if IFLX = 5. Specific group
structure of incident flux for _ weighting.
Number of flux angular ordinates (used if and
only if NOSS > 0) (Restricted to 2,4,6,8,
10,24, or 26)
Number of neutron energy groups (_ 43)
Number of initial and final dose times
50)
Number of gamma energy groups (_ 20)
Number of non-i/v isotopes (< i0)
Number of constant flux time periods (x< 50)
Number of spatial regions (< 20)
< 0, regional fluxes are input
= 0, flux is spatially uniform
0, perform neutron transport calculation
Number of _ sets given as input
Atomic number of Ith non-i/v isotope (used




































Neutron flux intensity level for time period
I
One-half times mean chord length (cm) (_ 0)
Distance (cm) from source to detector
Scattering cross section (cm "I) for region I
(used if and only if NOSS > 0)
Slowing down cross section (cm -I) for region
I (used if and only if NOSS > 0)
Total cross section (cm -I) for region I
(used if and only if NOSS > 0)
Temperature (degrees F)
Thermal cross section averaging parameter
Length (hrs) of time period I
Time (hrs) at which dose starts or stops
Non-i/v factor for non-i/v isotope I
Volume (cm 3) of region
Input values of "cross section"
Coordinate (cm) of system left hand boundary



















FLUXN, NOBG, NOREG, El2.5,





FLUXIN (I) 6El 2.5











12 TFAC, NONV El2.5,16
13 NZ(1),NA(1), 3(216,
VFAC _ El2.5)
14 NOPER, NODOS 216
15 POW(1) 6E12.5
16 TI(1) 6E12.5
17 NINT (I) 1216
18 TS (I) 6E12.5
19 NX 16
20 X(M) 10E8. i
Comment
problem title
must provide NOBG values
used if and only if IFLX
= 5, must provide NOBG
values
must provide NOGG+I values
must provide NOBG values
used if and only if NOSS
>0
used if and only if NOSS
>0
used if and only if NOSS
> 0 and NISO # 0
used if and only if NOSS
> 0 and NOBG > i
used if and only if NOSS
< 0, must provide NOBG x
(NOREG-I) values
used if and only if NONV
> 0, must provide NONV
values
must provide NOPER values
must provide NOPER values
must provide NOPER values
must provide NODOS values
used if and only if NX
> 0, must provide 5 times
NX cards
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must provide NOREG cards




The NAP program has been written entirely in the IBM
7090/7094 FORTRAN IV language, and is designed for operation
under the IBSYS Operating System (Version 13). The program
binary decks currently available are for use on an IBM 7094.
Correct operation of the NAP program requires placement
of the NAP Cross Section Library tape on FORTRAN tape unit 8
and the NAP Gamma Radiation Library tape on FORTRAN tape unit
i0. FORTRAN tape unit i is used to store any cross section
data submitted by the program user. FORTRAN tape unit 2 is
used for temporary storage during program operation.
As an aid in determining the rapidity of convergence when
the neutron transport subroutine is used to calculate the
spatial dependence of the neutron fluxes, sense lights i and 2
may be observed. Both sense lights are off prior to the use
of the neutron transport subroutine. At the start of the
iterations for the first group flux solution, sense light i
turns on and remains on until a converged solution for the
first group flux is attained. Sense light 1 remains off until
a converged solution for the second group flux is attained.
Thus, as convergence is achieved for each energy group flux,
the status of sense light i will change. When a converged
solution has been obtained for all of the energy group fluxes,
sense light 2 turns on. Depressing sense switch i results in
a bypassing of the convergence test after five iterations are
completed in each group.
Sense switches 2 and 3 may be depressed to obtain sup-
plemental output data, as explained in the following section.
All output is written on FORTRAN tape unit 6; inputdata is
assumed to be on FORTRAN tape unit 5.
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V. OUTPUT DATA
NAP program output is largely self-explanatory. Typical
input and output are illustrated by the sample problem in
Section VIII of this report. If region-dependent neutron group
fluxes are input to the problem, the group fluxes will appear
in the output in order of increasing region number, but the
regions are not identified on the flux output. In many cases,
two or more atom densities will be printed for the same radio-
isotope. This will occur whenever the radioisotope is produced
in more than one manner. Atom densities, gamma ray source
strengths, energy source strengths, dose rates, and doses
are printed as a function of time, region by region.
Sense switch 3 may be depressed to produce additional
output. This consists of the results of effective resonance
integral calculations and the broad group cross section sets
resulting from condensation of the NAP Cross Section Library
sets.
Sense switch 2 may be depressed to produce some "debugging"
output. This includes cross section sets and resolved resonance
parameters as obtained directly from the NAP Cross Section
Library. Additional informtion pertaining to effective resonance
integral calculations is printed. Cross section sets calculated
by the NAP program are also printed using the NAP library 43-
group energy structure. The groups are not identified on the
output, but the first column contains group cross sections for
groups 1-15, the second column groups 16-30, and the third
column 31-43. Each decay chain is described by printing out the
isotopic identification of each chain member. Isomeric states
are identified by mass numbers in excess of 500, eog., mass
number 683 indicates an isomeric state of mass number 183. The
Qi and Sj defined in Section II-B, but without tMe P(At) factor,
are printed for each chain member. In addition, the chain
member atom densities (in units of 1024 atoms/cc) are printed,
prior to dumping on magnetic tape for later use. Here the time
56
in hours is identified by T and the atom density of chain
member I by N(1) o
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Vl. FLOW CHARTS
This section presents a brief description and a flow
chart for each subprogram of the NAP code. Arguments, dimen-
sioned variables, common variables, subroutines called, and
subroutines entered from are listed for each subprogram° The
flow charts show explicitly the operation of the input program
control options available to the program user. The main program














Purpose: The main program reads in most of the input
data and links together most of the NAP subroutines. It
sets up the fixed neutron energy group limits consistent
with the NAP cross section library, sets up the time
intervals used in computing isotopic concentrations,




A(5) IKEY(20) REGS (20,200)
BX(12) IZ(20) SOR(20,5)
D (5) KMAX(20) SPOT (20)
DEN(20) NA (i0) T (200)
EGG(21) NINT (50) rl (50)
ELIM (43) NLIM(43 ) rs (50)
FELIM(44) NZ (i0) VFAC (i0)
FLX (860) POW (50) VOL (20)
FLXIN(43) POWR (200) Z (5)
IA(20) RD(20)
Common Variables:
BS : EGG, LASTT, NOGG, POWR, SOR, T













DOS, GROUPS, ISOCON, NATDEN, PAGE, RLIM,
SHIELD, XSIN.
Calling Subprograms: None.
Comments: The position in the program of various write
statements are indicated on the right hand side of the
logical flow chart to aid in malfunction analysis• The
array name REGS, referred to after calling ISOCON, sig-
nifies REGS(I,J), the regional gamma source strength
density for gamma energy group I and time step J. It is
computed from data dumped on tape 2 by subroutine ISOCON
and is used later by subroutine DOS. Although not
indicated on the flow chart, the main program calls RLIB
and PAGE. The first statement of the main program calls
RLIB to initiate reading of part of the NAP Radiation
Library into an allocated portion of core storage. PAGE
is utilized with most of the write statements to provide








I read card #ii ]








set up time ]
increments I











































Purpose: Computes Dresner's J-function with _ and






Comments: Tabular data are contained in the array BJ
which is set up by three data statements• Approximation
No. i is given by equation (87) of Volume II, approxi-












Purpose: Obtain compound nucleus formation cross section
of nucleus, specified by Z and A, due to incident alpha
particle of energy specified by parameter Y.
Arguments: Y, Z, A.
Dimensioned Variables:
FLIS (4) FFLIST (4) YL (29)
FLIST(29,6) XLIST(4) ZL(6)
Common Variables : None.
Called Subprograms: None.
Calling Subprograms: FFUN.
Comments: Tabular data are contained in the array FLIST










I R = 1.2+1.5 A I/3 I
return
B = 2 884 Z




















Purpose: Averages the cross sections in the array SIG
over a I/E flux to obtain cross sections in the group
structure specified by the program user.
Arguments: FELIM, SIG, I, J.
Dimensioned Variables: FELIM(44), SlG(43).
Common Variables : None
Called Subprograms: None
Calling Subprograms: FS
Comments: SIG is averaged from energy group I to energy
group J, inclusive. FELIM(K) is the lower energy limit
of energy group K-I and is indicated in the flow chart
by EK.
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ALETH = ALETH + SIG(K) • log
No
















Purpose: Computes compound nucleus formation cross
section for isotope of mass A due to incident neutron
of energy EN.
Arguments: A, EN.
Dimensioned Variables: F(22), G(22).
Common Variables: None.
Called Subprograms: None.
Calling Subprograms: FFUN, SlGGAL.
Comments: See Volume II for notation.
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FUNCTION COMNUCFLOWCHART
No_ [ return ]
[ .3289 A4/3 EN 1
I x= - A+I





[ compute T_ ]
+
L SUM = SUM + (2_+I)T_













Purpose: To compute the gamma ray dose and dose rate





D(25) EGG(21) TS (50)





Comments: CONV is a conversion factor from gamma ray
energy flux (105 photons-MeV/cm2-sec) to gamma ray
absorbed dose rate (rad/hr) in tissue. It is computed
from the conversion factor array C, which is ordered
according to the photon energies listed in the array
E• The arrays C and E are provided internally in this
subprogram by data statements. Different units for the
dose rate can be provided only by rewriting a few of the
FORTRAN statements in this subroutine and changing the








Z = (EN)(VOL). REGS(NG_M I
1.2566xi06 (CONV)(RD)
M=M+I













compute and print dose












Purpose: Averages the cross sections in the array SIG
over a constant flux per unit energy to obtain group
cross sections in the group structure specified by the
program user.
Arguments: FELIM, SIG, I, J.




Comments: SIG is averaged from energy group I to energy
group J, inclusive• FELIM(K) is the lower energy limit
of energy group K-I and is indicated in the flow chart
by EK.
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ENER = ENER + SIG(K) . (EK - EK+ I)
No
ENER











Purpose: Computes mass excess using Wing-Fong formula
for nucleus specified by Z and A.
Arguments: Z,A.




Comments: Refer to Volume llfor notation.
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FUNCTION EXMASFLOWCHART
ZA = A(I + .003 A)
2 + .01 A
I compute S
I compute S
EXMAS = A(.0089794 A-2.0717) + 33.448
II.51S
+ (Z-ZA)2(I 629 30.11 + 215.8) - +












Purpose: Performs integration of product of compound
nucleus cross section and level density over energy as
required by equations such as equation (46) of Volume Iio
Arguments: J, TZ, TA, E2, El, C, A, BEN.
Dimensioned Variables: None.
Common Variables: None.
Called Subprograms: ALCOM, COMNUC, PROCOM.
Calling Subprograms: SlGCAL.
Comments: J indicates the type of compound nucleus
formation cross section required, TZ and TA the Z and A
of the target isotope, E2 and E1 the upper and lower
limits of integration, C and A the level density parameters,
BEN the neutron binding energy.
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.i
FUNCTION FFUN FLOW CHART
__neut up mesh poin_
merical integration I





compute level density p
compute compound nucleus
formation cross section _
C
Y
FFUN = Oc (E') p (E2-E'+BEN) E' dE'
E2

















Purpose: Averages the cross sections in the array SIG
over a fission flux spectrum to obtain cross sections
in the group structure specified by the program user.
Arguments: FELIM, SIG, I, J.




Comments: SIG is averaged from energy group I to energy
group J, inclusive• FELIM(K) is the lower energy limit




FUNCTION FISS FLOW CHART
FISS =







FISS = Ej -Ej/'T E 1 '-E1/T











Purpose: Integrates the flux times the group cross
sections over energy to obtain reaction rates.
















Called Subprograms: ALETH, ENER, FISS, PAGE, XLIB,
XSCAL.
Calling Subprograms: ISOCON




Comments: Z and A identify the isotope for which the
reaction rate is desired, INRE the type of reaction,
T._I_.'_' _-1-,,_ ,.,.v.,.-,_c_ = _ ,-,+ .; ,-,,-, ,.,,-,,'--;,.,,., T_n _-_,_, " _^,-^_" ^ "--._^-.
of the material. The array SlG is the 43-group cross
section set as obtained from the library or the input•
The array GSlG is the cross section set in the group
structure specified by the program user.
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G = TFAC.VFAC ]
Ye
Y
l call XLIB I
No
Yes






















I FISS ] [ GSIG(K) = ALETH
i
K=K+I
K = group number ,I
L
IGSIG(K) = average o_
SIG(J) in group. K I
No




























Purpose: Computes total neutron flux integrated over
energy, adjusts the input energy limits and group fluxes
to be consistent with the NAP Cross Section Library, and
prints the resulting group energy limits and group fluxes.
Arguments: TFLX, which is the total neutron flux
integrated over energy•
Dimensioned Variables:
BX(12) FELIM(44) NZ (i0)












SUBROUTINE GROUPS FLOW CHART
O
I
TFLX = E. _i
1
v Ny j
old 0 i old _i
x new Au new _i - x new A .



















Purpose: Sets up isotopic decay chains, computes
isotopic densities and gamma source strengths as function
of time.













BS: EGG, LASTT, NOGG, POWR, SOR, T
CP: BX, IC, LEAF
Called Subprograms: FS, PAGE, RLIB
Calling Subprograms: MAIN
Comments: The write statements indicated on the flow
chart are performed only if sense switch 3 is depressed.
GNO(M,J) is the number of gammas per decay from chain
member J in gamma energy group M. SOR(I,J) is the number
of gammas per unit volume per unit time emitted in energy
group I from chain member J, and is time-dependent. ZISO
and AlSO are the Z and A for the chain parent, ATD is its
initial atom density, and LKEY is its cross section option.
KM is a running counter of the number of chains for which
data are dumped on tape 2. ISO is the parent chain
member's isotopic index in the region.
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SUBROUTINE ISOCON FLOW CHART
I' initialize J
compute partial reaction 1
rates by calling FS J
I start loop on reaction type 1
.I
I call RLIB and set ]up decay chain
select appropriatelreaction rate
I
Ic°mpute Qi, si for i=2 thru 5 1
i set up GNO(M,J) ]
I dump Z, A chain on tape 2 J
-I
_compute atom densities at time t
I dump atom densities on tape 2
I
___ump..SOR(I,J) on tape 2 ]
_time interval 11>
_ias tJbranch_ es














Purpose: Obtains isotopic composition of naturally
occurring isotopes and potential scattering cross section













R: DEN, IA, ISOR, IZ, R, SPOT, TEMP
Called Subprograms: PAGE, XLIB
Calling Subprograms: MAIN
Comments: LKEY indicates whether the material cross
sections searched for are input by the program user
or are in the Cross Section Library• XLIB is called to
initiate reading of data from the Cross Section Library
into allocated core _n_
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SUBROUTINENATDENFLOWCHART
I start loop on isotope index
L
Isearch tape for right Z
I obtain correct A _
½
I adjust atom density 1
I increase isotope count ]
No























CP: BX, IC, LEAF.
Called Subprograms: None.
Calling Subprograms: MAIN, GROUPS, SHIELD, SETUP,
NATDEN, ISOCON, FS, RESINT, XSCAL.
Comments: The problem title is contained in the array
BX, which is printed at the top of each page of output.
IC is a line counter, LEAF is a page counter• Use of
sense switch settings to provide optional output will
usually result in some output pages without title or
page number.
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SUBROUTINE PAGE FLOW CHART
IIC = IC -53+3 1
i paginate i
I write title |
I
T



















Comments: N is the order of the Legendre polynomial




JFUNCTION POLY FLOW CHART




N = 2 PN(X) = .5
Yes









Purpose: Obtain compound nucleus formation cross section
of nucleus, specified by Z and A, due to incident protons
of energy specified by parameter Y.













Comments: Tabular data is contained in the array FLIST















I R = 1.5 A I/3 I
return
B = 1.442 Z/R
S
1.6742 x 10 -24 A
A+ I
1.05443 x 10 -14 I
(2SB x 1.60206 x 10-6) 1/I
C











Purpose: Computes effective resonance integrals from
resonance parameters•
Arguments: E, G, GAMG, GAMN, GAMF, RI, I.
Dimensioned Variables: BX(12), IA(20), DEN(20),
SPOT(20).
Common Variables :
CP: BX, IC, LEAF
R: IA, ISOR, IZ, DEN, R, SPOT, TEMP
Called Subprograms: A J, PAGE
Calling Subprograms : XLIB
Comments: See Volume II for notation•
r
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Purpose: To provide for future internally calculated
cross sections to the NAP Cross Section Library.





Comments: This subroutine was never programmed and
consists solely of a return statement. Therefore, no












Purpose: Reads decay data from FORTRAN tape unit I0°
Arguments: J3, Z, A, GAM.
Dimensioned Variables: GAM(21), X(252)
Common Variables: None.
Called Subprograms: None.
Calling Subprograms: MAIN, ISOCON.
Comments: Z and A identify the isotope for which decay
data are required. J3 is a decay chain branch indicator.
The decay data are transferred to ISOCON by the array
GAM. If the decay data are not found, GAM(2) is set
equal to 999. To avoid excessive tape reading time,
twelve sets of decay data are stored in core at any
one time° The initial reading of this data is accom-
plished by setting A equal to 999.
i01



























Purpose: Set up angular ordinates and quadrature weights
required by SHIELD•
Arguments: IGEON, NOANG, LI
Dimensioned Variables:
A(10), AK(10,10), AL(40), AMU(10), BX(12)
Common Variables:
CP: BX, IC, LEAF
SH: A, AK, AMU
L: AL
Called Subprograms: BLOCK DATA, POLY, PAGE
Calling Subprograms: SHIELD
Comments: The array A consists of the quadrature weights,
AMU of the angular ordinates, AL of the set of possible
weights and ordinates, and AK of the K matrix defined
by equations (25) and (26) of Volume II. LI designates
the desired quadrature scheme. The subprogram BLOCK DATA
is simply a single data instruction inputing the set of




isetup Ia i and _i
I_e_u_egen_re-'i













Purpose: Perform neutron transport calculation, set up
average regional group fluxes, and print flux.









CP: BX, IC, LEAF












is the angular flux at the mesh
point I and angular ordinate J. The quantity AFLX(J)
referred to in the input data is really AFLX(I,J).
_R$(I_y) 4_ the _ouree term at mesh point I and an_ular
ordinate J defined by equation (16) of Volume II. FLX
is a one-dimensional array which specifies the average
flux in each group and each region. The array is ordered
by increasing region number. Within each region, the
array is ordered by decreasing neutron energy. Output
is dependent upon the value of input variable 1OUT.
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[ set up mesh l
A
I AFLX(I,J) = # No0.5FLXIN(IGR) I read card 4#9 i
I AFLX(I,J) = AFLX(J).FLXIN(IGR)







I compute angular flux 'Iin backward directions
I compute flux at Ieach mesh point
_wy.






















Purpose: Computes d(n,=), _(n,p), or _(n,2n) at energy
E given level density parameters, binding energies, and
Q values.
Arguments: Z, A, E, N.
Dimensioned Variables : None.
Common Variables :
CX: AA, AN, AP, BEA, BEN, BEP, CA, CN, CP, QA, QN, QPo
Called Subprograms : FFUN, COMNUCo
Calling Subprograms : XSCAL.
Comments: FP, FA, FN, FP*, FA*, and F2N are computed
using equations (46) through (51) of Volume II, respec-
tively. The argument N identifies the reaction type.
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Purpose: Reads cross sections and resonance parameters
from FORTRAN tape unit I (data supplied by program user)
or tape unit 8 (NAP Cross Section Library), and initiates
resonance integral calculations.
Arguments: Z, A, I, SIG, LKEY, ISO.
Dimensioned Variables: SIG(43), X(250). n
Common Variables: None.
Called Subprograms: RESINT
Calling Subprograms: FS, NATDEN
Comments: Z and A identify the isotope for which the
cross section is desired, I the cross section type, SIG
the cross section array, LKEY the cross section option,
and ISO the isotopic index. The initial reading of data
from the library into core storage is accomplished by
setting A equal to 999. If the desired cross sections
are not found, SIG(1) is set equal to 999.
ii0












read cross sections I


























Controls calculation of cross sections andPurpose :
contains _(n,7) calculation.














ELIM, FELIM, FLXIN, IFLX, IWT, NA, NOBG, NONV, NZ,
TFAC, VFAC.
BX, IC, LEAF
AA, AN, AP, BEA, BEN, BEP, CA, CN, CP, QA, QN, QP.
CP:
CX:
Called Subprograms: EXMAS, PAGE, SIGCAL, REVLIB.
Calling Subprograms: FS
Comments: Z and A identify the isotope for which the cross
section is desired, IN the reaction type, SIG the cross
section array, LK the cross section option, and ISO the
i_uLupic iHde_.
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compute binding energies']and Q values























Purpose: Places cross sections input by program user on














I write 5 cross section





This section gives a complete program listing of the
main program and each subroutine. The entire program is
written in the FORTRAN IV language, version 13. The listing
of the main program is given first, followed by the listings



















COMMON /R/ ISO_, IZ, IA+ DEN+ _POT+ R, T_MP
FLtlXN = cONSTAHT FLUX PSORMALIZATION FACTOR
NOBG = NO OF NEUTRON tNERGY GROtJP_ LESS THAN 44
+_REG+= NO _F SPATIAL REGI_N_, LESS THAN _1
NnGG = NO OF GAMMA ENLRGY GR_IIPS, LESS THAN 21
NnSS = NON-IERO IF SELF-SHIELnIHG IS _EQUIRED












903 FORMAT(IIInH THERE ARE,15+_ M NEI_TR_N ENERGY GROtlPS,_IB,14H RFGI
IONS, AND,15,21H GA_IMA ENERGY bROI_P S )
"t-F-(NOSS,LF,O) GO TO 2
IC = IC*I
WRITE (6,9_4_
904 FORMAT(_3H NEu_POH SELF-SHIELdING WILL BE CALCULATFD }
IF (NiSnoLr,uI ut, ,u =-
WRITE (6,905)
905"Fr-ORMAT(34H"TH_ INCIDENT FLuX I_ ANISOTROPIC )
IC = IC+l
2 READ (5,906) (FLIM(1)+I=I+HOBG)
906 FORMAT(GEl?+5)
IF (IFLx,EQ,5) READ (5,933) (NLI_(1)+I=I,NOBG)
933 FORMAT(24I_) .......... .......
-K-"= N OG-G@I ....
IC = IC ÷ 3
WRITE (6,970) F_UxN920 FORMATl/34H TH FLUX NORMALIZ_T ION FACTOR IS _IPEI_=8/)
READ (5,90_) (FGG(1)+I=I,K)
READ (5,906) (FLXIN(1),I=I,NOBb) ...........








12 FELIM(1) - FFLIhI(4)_FXt"(-U)
U = U+,25
I = I+I
IF (I,t.T,1';) Or' TO I?
I! = 3,0
13 rELIef1) = FFLI_:(/*}_F,'tr'(-U)
II - II÷,5
I = I+i









J = I - I
4 WRITF (6qgr.&) ._,,IGGII)
r,A_A !NERr-y GwOI_P NO_,,IOX,p2_H LOWER ENERGY LIMIT
90_ FOR_AAT (14Y, !=.,_ 1_X, IPF14.7 )
IF (t.;OSS,I.F.r_} F.r'TC_ _%
cALL SH IFL .r,(_,'C;_G,unP FG, FL X fN,,rL X ,,N fSf_)
GO Tr) 3t
35 IF" (NOSS,EO.O) r,,_70 3#,
F_O 3 l:l,,t,!n_(,
3 FLX(1) : FLXI_'.(1)
MP : NnV,A + I
uEA[_ ('_gO_:,) (r'!.Y(f),_I:t.!P,t_P)
TFLUX - TEl X
170 _2 J:2_.QPFC
KP : (J-t)_,'NP, Rr_ + I




36 no 40 .I:l_,mnEn
g'LX(MP) : FLXlW(!)
_n CONTINIIE
37 liP : NOF_Go,hORFG
I_O 5 I=I_KP
5 FLX(1) = FLUXHC'F[ X(T)
REAP (5,_92_,) TFAC,'_'C)_"V
g24 FORMAT (El?,r_,f f')
IC = I[ +
CALL PAnE
wRITE (._,,9_6) TFAC
926 FORMAT (/ oH [J_IT A :_IPEIt_,?)
IF (NONV,LF. n) C,O I"0 109














92T FORMAT {/lOX,2H Z,SX,2H A,_X,15 H NON 1/V FACTOR
nO 3_ I=I,NONV
3_ WRITE (6,9_} NZ(1),NA{I),VFAC(1)
928-F-ORMAT (_X,13,_X,13,SX,IPE!4,?)
log READ (5,910) HOPER,NODOS
9|0 FORMAT(216)
N_PFR = NO OF" PERTOnS OF EQI_AL TIPE INTERVALS, LESS THAN 51
HnDPS = NO OF TIMES n05_ CALC. STARTS AND STOPS, LFSS THAN 51
TI = LENGTH OF EACH TIME PElIon IN HotlRS
T_ = TT"E (IN HnUPS) AT WHICH DOS_ CALC, STARTS OR STOPS
READ (5,90&) (pOW(1),I=I,NnPER)












? tiT = TI(1)/FLOAT(NINT(T))
8 T(J) = DT 4. T(j-1)
POWRtJ) = POW(I)
K = K ÷ 1
- -- iw,1
,,o --
IF (KcLE,NINT(TI) GO TO A
I : I+I
K = 1
t-F (I,LE,NnP_R} GO TO 7
CALCULATE THE TnTAL FLI!X
].0 TFLX = FLUXNOTFLX
IC = IC ÷ 5
-C-A[iI_-IPA-GE
wRITE (6,912) TFtx
912 FORMAT(//gPH I,_OTC_PTC CC}NCFNTRATTnNS A_E CALCuLATrD AT THE FnLLf_wI
ING TIMES A_n NnPMALIZE.n POWER LEVELS /_4H THE POWER IS NORMALTZFD
2TO A TOTAL FLt}x OF ,IPEI4,7110x_I_H TIME TNTE=VAL,sX_I3H TIM_ (Hr)u
3RS),|OX_2H poWFR LEVEL )
j =o
WRITE (6,913) J,T(I)
913 rORHAT (13X, I5, IOX, IPEI4,?)
DO II K=2,LASTT
J = J+1
TC = IC * ]
-_:-ILL-P_G_. -















THE LOOP nN THE PEGION NUMRt.R TR STARTS HERE
ISnR = THE: _n. OF INPUT ISOTOPES tN THIS REGION
IZ(Ii = Z FO_ THE IvH I_OTOPE
......... IA(I) = A FoR THE ITH ISOTOPE
DFN(E) = _TO_ DENSITY OF TH_ TTH I_nTOPE IN !INTTS OF E+24
IKEY(I) = 0 IF CROSS SECTIO N NOT IN LIRPARY SH_(IL_ RE CALCIILATE_
= 1 IF CPnSS SECTIO N SHOIJLO NOT BE CALCULATED
= ? IF CPoS_ SECTION SWOUL_ ALWAYS RE CALCULATE_
= 3 IF CP_SS SECTION TS St.lpPLIE_
IR = l
14 READ (_qlS) I,_(_R,P,TEHP_V_L(IH)_RI_(Iq)
91_. FORMAT (112_FI_,5)
IF (ISOR,LF,O) Gn TO 160
IC = 61
CALL PAGE
WRITE (_907) ISfIR_ IR_ VOl liP) I' R_ TFMP
907 FoRHAT(///IOH THERE APE,15q31H I._oToPES oR FLEMENTS IN REGIf%N,I_ /
I 21H THE PrGIOh_ VOLU'E I._,IPEIb,R,3H C('/30H HALF THE MEAN CHORII LE







91? FORHAT(//3_H THF INITIAL ATOM DEKISITIFS IN REGION,15_SH ARE/I_X,
I_H 7_8X_?H A_6X_f)H AToH DrNSI TY (E*?-4),BX,?IH CROSS sECTION nPTIO
2N }
nO 15 I=I_ISUR
15 WRITE (6_9]18} IF(I}_IA(1)_DEN(1)_IKEY(1)
918 FORMAT (fOX, 15_SX_ 15,?X, 1PE]_+,?_ I_X_ I_)
llO 16 I;I,NOI_G
KP -" I÷NOP.r,o(IP-I)
16 rLXIN(I) = FL, X(KP)
I ; 1





CALL ISC)COK'(71 ._0,A ISO, ATI],LKEY _K_ _I)
KMAX(1) = KH
I = I÷I






919 FORMAT(//_H lHE ATOP' nENSITIFb (E÷24 AT_MS/CC) IN REGION_I4_SH A
i_-E )




18 REGS(NG,.J) = O,
1¢) CONTINIPE
I = 1
120 K_K = KMAX (I)
+TF-I|KKoLE+,O} Gn Tn 14_
DO 140 K--I,KK
READ (2} IP+IN,IVAx_(Z(H),A(M),M=],IMAx)
IC = IC ÷
CALL P_GE
WRITE (6,9.30} K














WRITE (bgg:_g) IZ(M} +IA(M) _P.(M}
929 FORMAT ( 19X,214+ 1PE 15,'/)
nO 17.5 NG=I,_OC, G
125 REC,S(NG,J) : REGS(._IG,J} ÷ SOR[NG_M)
130 +cONT I Nt!E
135 CONTINUE
14(I f'ONT I NI..IE
145 I = I + I
IF (I,LE,ISOR) r,O To 12n




922 FORMAT(I/3?EI THE PHnTO_! SOURCE STPENGT H IN PEGTON,I4,3H IS/t31X,
I 15HsoURC[ STRFNGTHq36XsSHGAMMA,|4XsGHFNEQGY/35X+ ?H_ENsITY+|2X,
2 14HENERGy DFNSITy_Sx,15HSnURcE _TRENGTH+6X,tsHS_tlRcE STRENGTH/
3 IISH TIHF(HOtJRs) ENERGY GR_IIP (PHOTONS/CC-sEC) (PHOTON S.
_EV/CC-SEC) (PHOTONS/SEC) (PHOTONS-MEV/SE C) )















IC = IC + !
CALL PAGE

















r,j_C ,r I n +` t,_(,+ t,PrT_)








(tr,+j(+, I) +J=l•i') ,!:.:},I+) /4'_7.g+*e+T..,49_.q,,_._4qt_.+,4o476.7,
a_3 2+I=I 7,'_cI q,7.:"_51 3+2r+ ' 4,'_'+0 1+74_ 7+PO)',A,_+5+P4A,4t l @C ,I
"J @ I' " l • II II • • .
,17+07, I ?+.. I , _ ",_. O, i 7_+. m,m*l ',5.+:,,, I 30.7,, I P5.7,12-++. _, 1 _4.5, I74.4+
+_oI+_4 , "_,2++194 .," ,"9+.,_"P,,Ao.o3, ,,r,,7,_++_m,31 ,+P,12+t_aOP,mT.q_,4"P_q2,.....
+?.gsp+, pu++_.q_sGr+,rll +63,)j_,t_'-t_+F,3 %P+sF++ +q++,+ _J+_P'P.._j,_P'+] +
' + ..... • l • " II • O •
+
b?.. "8+_'r,7)+4"P.+tT,4+.t,?+4a._m+44._,+a4._+41+.1. g,at+;17,+4.07+44. 03+
4+.,+7+:._!_.!_,++3 +_.?8++?.'_''_l.,+'_+'_i ,_..-_.+_l.q),31. +_,;I.26,11._I +37._+I.
27.r_9+,,_.71_,9 "_. +(+ ,.'+'0+. +7,,2P. 6", , ?'++ ,4_,, +_. . 3?+ , +P
,1"_.67, )7 .].+I• 1t_.7_, t,_. +$_, 1_,, )4, +_,.n+, t'_. _7,
14,_'3,13.rl+,l?.Ic.,!'.A/¢i)l,A',,ll _l,ll._8+)l
TIATA ((F J(l+.l)+.l=l,l")+t=ll,P-+ill'r,3+I)o64_l tl
,_ e_ 137, c c:G+ _, "++_ '_ 74. , i 4s7,,1.'/_.,k,e_',:++_ "_++?+4 q• , + • • II
3 4.1%4s"+,C'_+"_+.r,r+7+'_+-O_,'i"3"Om_++"3._.Tl +_,I_9s _.
+2,"Ue+,P.+ _r,a+?.,'_4`p.'6"Ps i,.')_+,,_ _1._q_l
+ *.972?+.5",2+.qTq"+.5¢+tt+.'/St+n<),.mr+.+iq+._,48Bs,
7 ,r_3<++++,';gC""i+,+'_._6s,F'9):+',_-Sqt+',.+_"7' 9_6._, ?
+N
0 +.ClT_+r';"+. 7_+_IT+,C)74P4+.O'I'z+I'_,oO'P4"_ (37_9_
r_A1'A (lrj{l. I)_ i=]..)r,),T=_3s?',)/ t_'++7'_9+,_373_,,rJ_73_.O37?_.+_fl_?Pfi
l , • O'_TP._ +, i"3"PP_ * • _)'_V',.9, •0371 _ +, O+_+_l+5+, nI_71 +.ill B'_ _ •01A69, _°. _l 8_@
3 ,,O_9-A+,_+, _qo'_4"+,",C, 93'++':+.O_o_4c,,,,OnO'_44._P_'.O_4_r++P+_.e)O46?qs3o
4 .00'++7; +3+.+.OC'4e_77,lCO,+)q2"_4/
IF l(+"['.T'S,L'l'.t'le'.) .erC'TO %
Aj = 1,3"Prl_l,,rtA
t_F_tlnN
IF (xt.t.r.l.l C..o fO 1_
IF ((_ET;.tF."a_.) (,;' TP ]0
RI: T Ill't N
ALOi_ I X I,
(I, ._,! "_+AI _G(r_ TA) )I0,60"_] 5
- -'_. _ ?+- 1, n5 70 .'_7+. c136q0¢'o7o7-, hrl?_94¢}7_707"kYO I . 9q4@/4". O_?A!)f4
<+Z.. C'91 a )'_7 (,'7.:+7 +. 3c}3P 90r_oZ oT(+Z )+'¢<_Y+;'(., 0027 _,8_*, O0 12 _7 _'7-






FT_ = I , * tw ° Ir_ttP'll
RFTtIPN
IF ():l.Gl'._. '_r.) _0 ":e ,_0
i')Li,,_ = ?.,=t, Pr TA + l."/'+)++_.yI
.e.j = 1.77243+>(),'P7P_+,5+,WIIlltJM)It_tl_,?
r+FTItaN
20 IF (xl,(.+r.O.l) C,o 'rf) 2_
IF (OETA,GT._3'T,.) _.r) Tr_ l_
r+G TO If'
25 AK. =(AL.r),,SIF+Ev_)+il._131/O,_'9315





I4+++ 'F_Y+,4 41 9+4 '.P6_,,
ii (I o
,, ,_ 911 sp._p6+_.7c;90,; ?, . '.
.7_1 _1.74_+1,?1. P,
0 ) & + 1 . Oe_2,_. 990++, ; @+05
" • III
,._,4+, 1,+ gP_,




RAK -- AK - A^K
AX! : IXI
_PxI : I.C.O_XI -hX!
A j2 : BJ(l_""+!Xl)+r_X!_(_:_J{Iv.÷},Txt,l)-Bj(I_÷_I_I))







IF (Y,G[e(,Z)) GO TO 202
201 ALCOM s O,
RETURN
202 IF (Z,LT,(O,)) GO TO 201
;F (Y*GTe3,) GO TO 300
YL.(I) J ,Z
DO 203 Xm2,29
203 YL(I) : YL(Z-I)*.I
ZL(I) x 10o
ZL(;_) s 20:
ZL (3) s 30,
ZL (4) • 50,
ZL (S) = TO,
ZL (6) • 90,
• J !
DATA C(FLZST( Z,J), Z,'Z,29) ,J:Z,_)/79:[-?, .OOZTg, .06:, ,_9,2.47,6;7.
I 12_S,19,2125,6,31,6,3T,t42,,46,,50,*53 _ " ,' •• " . .,55.,5T,,58 ,59 ,59,5,60,4
,60,8.61.3,61.6,62 _62.5,63.o63,5,64..28.6[-11,54.[-6,,00156.051,,S6,2,79.8,1.; 9,24,5,_ ,,40_,47_,53,,§8,,63_*68',72,*75,,
4 77_,79*5,81,,82,S,84,4,S5,6,8T_eB8,3,8g,6,90'8,91,9*76,['15*








IF (y;LT*YL(29)).GD TO I
[=2T
GO TO 2
i IF (y,GT_,YL(X)) GO TO 3
K s I
2 KK s 2
GO TO 9
3 DO 4 _=1,29
IF (Y,LE,YL(I)) GO TO 5
4 CONT|NUE
! s29
5 I " I-1
IF (I,LE,3T) GO TO 6
K = I-!
GO TO T
6 _r (I;(;['.2) _0 TO 8
K s !
T KK = 3
GO TO
8 K s Z,,].
KK x 4




lO IF (Z,ST,ZL(I)) GO TO 12
L = l
II LL = 2
GO TO 19
12 DO 13 IBI,6
IF (Z;LE,ZL(I)) GO TO 1_
13 CONTINUE
7 z6
14 I " I,,I
IF" (t.GTi4) GO 1'0 15
IF ((I-l)-I) 16,18t18
15 L " I-I
GO TO 17
16 L = I
l? LL -" 3
GO TO 19
18 L = I-l
LL = 4













2! w_ = KB*I
FFLYST(KB) = DUMMY
22 I = l
DO 23 IA _ KgKA
PLIS(I) = FLIST(IAtJ2)




24 ASSIGN 21 TO MAIN
GO TO 30
25 ASSIGN 26 TO MAIN
GO TO 30







2? 1 = I*l
nO 28 I:I.KB
28 FLIS(I) : IrFLIST(I)
126
ASSIGN 29 TO MAIN
60 TO SO
29 ALCOM = O=01°DUMMY
RETURN
30 IF (X-XLI$T(N)) 32o31,31
31 l = Nml
GO TO 37
32 IF (X-XLIST(I)) 33,33,34
33 1 = 1
60 TO ST




36 I = I-1
3T DUMMY = BLIF(X_XLIST(I),XLIST(I*I)tFLISIT),FLISIZ+I))
GO TO MAINo(26,21,29)
















THIS SUBROUT!NE AVERAGES CROSS SECTIDNS OVFP A I/E FLUX
DIMENSION FEI.IM(44}, 51G(43)
M = J-1
IF (I.Fu,t,_} Oh TO 10
ALETH -- O.




























SUBROUTINE FOR COMPOUND NUCLEUS CROSS-SECTXON
DIMENSION F(22)_G(22)
AREAx (TOo6BT)_ (A_oO_6666T)
tF (ENiLE;O,) GO TO 206
SEX x ,3289_((A_oI_33333)/(1o*A))oSQRT(EN)













































SUBROU TINE- D_ .S-(R {_,VOL, lR+NOtTOS, T$ _(;S_ N_ B,t-A_I_I%-_G_ +,TI........................
DIMENSION TS(50), REGS(20,200), T(200), EGG(21)+ E(I_), C(18),
DR(_OO) ,D {2.5)
COMMON lOP/ IC,LEAF,BX(12)
DAIA (E (1) , I=] ,I_) I. I,, 15,,2,.3,.4,.5,,6,,g,I,,I,2_, I°5,2.,3,,4,,
I 5,,6,,8,,10,/
I_AIA (C (II, I=I, IB) 19,9,5,8_, 5,8_. _5,54,lJ _43 +5,_J +_.44, .g;_PI,5-,7_,.......
I 5,96+6, ?.7,6, Bl s7.89+8._I,9. +g,_6s IO._._._10,671
IF (RD,LE,_,) R_TURN
_0 5 J=l,200




901 FORF'AT(II_BH T_E 3AH,4A DOSE RATE AT R = ,IPEIS,7+I-_H CM FROM REGIO
IN_IS+3H IS1364 TI_L(HOURSt _OSE RATE (RADIHR) )
IC = IC +
DO 30 NG:I,N_SS ...........
EN : ,5_(E_G('_C;)+EGG(NG÷i))
IF (EN,Gr._.I) _3 TO 10
GO TO 30
10 IF (EN,LE.]O,) G3 Tf] |5
Z = EN_V_L{_R.F._;S(_$,M)I(I,3408E÷O_RDaRI]) ...............................
GO TO 30
15 J : 0
I_O 20 K:I,I_
J = J÷l
IF (EN.GT.E(K)) 50 1'0 20
GO TO ?_
20 CONTINUE
_5 J = J " 1
£O.NV = r( _} + (E:_-E(J))_(C(j.I)-C(J))I(E(J÷I)-F(J))
Z = EN+_V_L*REGS (_,_,H) 1 ( 1.2566E÷C)6_CONV_I;(O i_R_ )
30 DR(M) : fiR(H) ÷ Z
IC = I._+l ...........................
CALL PAGE
33 WRITE (6,90Z} T(4) ,DR(_)
902 FORMAT (IPE Ib, 7,3X,EI5. ?)
IC = ?n
CALL PAGF
WRIT[ (B,gn_3) _0 , IR ..................................................
903 FORMAT ilI23H T_E GAMMA DOSE AT R : ,IPEIS.7,?-3H C_ FR(IM SOURCE RE





M I M +
GO TO 50










60 AR - ,5*(T(
_OSE : AQ +
GO TO 70





IC : IC +
CALL RAGE




I,LE,'r(M}) .GOTO 55 ..................................................................
I
F..IH_.,.I)} GO TO 65
(_IB) 4. (TS(K)-T('.IF_))_(I]R(MB÷I)-DR(MB))/(T(MB÷I)-T{MB))
(T (,_m+i) ,T$ (K) ), [DR (MB+-I)-+I:IRX) .................................................................
(MF-11 4. (TS(J)-T(MF-I))*(DR(ME)-I}R(MF.-I})/(T(ME)-T(ME'I))


















'-_ ............................... T! Q-._ " SU_,_'_JT_-_-,,E'--_ _t.-RA r,_'
C
t! .- .).,]_
IF tl,_ ..,;i) (.r,
...... F_,_ER-=- ,:, .....
r_O _ K_T ,4i_
Ft,jEq -- F,EP_SI C: _;,_>(*[ I'_(_)-FFLT'_{K÷3))
5 C0'; T 1r,iU,
F_FR =. F°,:ET.,,IF[IT .(!I-FEL 1'_[J))










I IF (AMOD(Z*2o)) 3,2*$
2 DELTA : -1.
GO TO 5
3 DELTA = 1,
GO TO .5
4 DELTA 8 O,
















T B(I) m O;
C(l) : 1;44
8 IF (E(2)) 10,9,9
9 B(2) : 5*96
C (2_ : O,
60 TO 11
10 t_(2) : O;
C(2) : 2;88
11 IF' (E(3)) 13,12,12
12 B(3) : 2,49
C ($) u O,
GO TO 14
13 B(3) ,, O,
C(3) = 5,32
14 IF (E(4)) 16_15,15
IS B(4) : 2o9
C (4) m O,
GO TO IT
16 B(41 : O,
C(4) m 5,36
IT IF" (El5)) 19.18,18
18 B(5) : 6,88
C(5) m O,
GO TO 20
lq B(5) u O,
C(5) u S,29
20 X s 1
134
21 Sl = Sl
1 ))
IP (I,,5)
22 l u t*!
GO TO 21










































S : S1 * 52
AS u SQRT(A)
+ 6[XMAS a A_(eOO8979k°A-E,O?ITI*33',448*(Z-ZA)_IZ'ZA)_(I,629"30,II/A $








SET UP NO, OF POINTS (=K) FOR INTEGRATION
IF (E2qGT,LI) GO TO 1
FFUN -- O,
RETURN
i K -" lO,O(t.;"-tl)
IF (KnGTtbO) K -" ._U
IF (K,LT,_O) K = IU
DE = (EE,,,,EI)/(FLOAT(K-I))
M = 2




2 IF (JtNE,Z) 50 TO
R = lo2 + 1,b_((TA'3,)_,333333)
B = 1,4_2°2,_(TZ'Z,)/R




INTLGRATION LOOP 5TARTS HERE
4 IF (EE,LE,U,) GO TO 8
Y = E2 " r..t
RHO = O,
IF (Y,(_T,Ut) RHO = C;}EXP(Z,_Sr_RT(A_(Yw'BEN)))




5 X = EE/B
IF (J,NE,I) f_O TO b
Z = TZ " 1,
SIG = PROCOM(XtZ,TA)
GO TO T
6 IF (JtNE=_') bO TO I
Z = TZ- Z,
PA = TA ". 3,
_IG = ALCUM(X_Z_PA)
7 FUN = EP..oSIGeRHO
IF ( I,EQ,I) FUN = ,5_FUN
IF (I,EQ,K) PUN = ,5_'FUN
FFUN = FFUN + UEeFUN
IF (M,EQ,I) WRITE (6_901) tE,5IG_RHO
901 FORMAT(ZOX,_H EE',tEZ3,B,pbH SIG=,JEI3,6,6H
8 IF (I,{JE,K) ¢_0 TO 9
I = I * 1
EE = EE ÷ DE
GO TO





10 FFUN = 4te4,7836e(TA-31)eFP'UN/(TA*Ie)













IF (I.EQ,M) GO TO io
FISS = O.
T = 1.29E*06
DO 5 K=I ,M
FISS = FISS÷SIG(K)o((I.+FELIM(K+I)/T)_FXP('FELIM(K÷I)/T)-(I,÷FELIM
1 (K)/T) _EXP (-FEL IM (K)/T)
5 CONTINUE
FIS._ = FISS/((I.+FELIM(J)/T)_EXR(-F_-LIM(J)/T)'(I.*FELIM(1)/T)_EXP
l (-FEL IM (I)/T) )
RETt_RN










THIS _'P.RCUTI_!E INTFr._rs THE rL11X TIM_8 THE GROU.P.CROS_._ ............
sFCTTnP.'S C-VER F_qERGY A_n I_RINT S TNE GRO'_.Ip CqOSS sFCTION,_
TF SF'"SF SI,'TTcH 3 IS _OWP! ....
_l_ET'ISIr_t _ _X_'_'}, flI_t43)_ FFI. I"t44), rlXIN(4_), 'IZ{]O}, 14AIIO),
..... It" " ...... '., -. ..............................................................
vFr:CI]n}_ 6SIG(_3} , STr_(,_3)
CC'}_H(_N ICFI ,In_G, FLIH, FEI. I_', rl.yfN, 4Z, HA, VFAc, N_ONy__ TFAC__ .............
IFI. X, ]WT
















.... I 0 C ON1' 1'h_Jr...........
I_. IF (!_.KEY,En,2) 80 Tin 15.
CALL XLIP(Z,_,I_'PF,_IG,LKEY'_I_C _)
IF (SIG(1),hF,O(_n.) L;C' TO 20
IF (LKEY,tr.]) C,O TO 15
R E TtJF_N
....... 15-IF (!NF_F,E_.,_'}





C ,'_L XS(r,L (Z,A, I_ _[ ,sIr,,LK!Y* ISm}
_0 SIG(43} = 8oS'{;{43)
..............r/ALL S8 vT"TC_T(5,-I-_?) ............_........................
IF (IS2,N[,]_ GO In 23
IC = IC+I2
CALL PAbE .......
q_O I:'nI_MAT(/Zg_J TIIF rI_,_E GRC}_.IP XSECT_; FOP Z=,FS,I,_.3H A:,F6,1,_6H INRE:,
• 1 1 3,4_T.--AE_../( 5E_n, _ ) )
23 ?F (IFLX_Fn,_} CO TO 165




...........iF (EEL_N,(K) ,dE, FFL_ _ (Jf}.....G-b -fo--#ik-.................................
25 CONT TNL_F. ..............................................................
Z_ IF (j,LC_,4_} GC, Tn 3.5




30 6SIGCK) = ALrT_4rFFI-fM,_SIG,pI,J)
60 TO e_.o





............IF (rLII __ ),¢_-c,Trt.['i"(J_)
50 COt,'T f Nq}F.
_. 3 IF (,.Jel:'_,,4;{) GP T,) S._
IF (J,LL,]v) c_,_"r(_A':)
IF (I:(,E,]'_i r_,_TO _',5
X -- (I/-T)/(l-t)




60 GSIG(K) = FI£%rFFLI"_S[3,I,J_
GO TO 7r}
6_ GSIG(_) = /_LrTU(Frl i!',SI_',I,J }
?0 I- .I
72 CC;NTI NUE
75 TF {IFtx,rro1.) nO TO, _F,
GO 1'h _'_
F'S : FLXI_(]}¢}r;STn,[I_;'.,LqG(FFI. I!4(!)IELIH(I}}
K_I ,. ,
........80 FS =-_'5+rL_I._:(_}_FGSTG(k'-)_Al:OG(rtTurwT_l}/EL]B(If))
GO Tr_ ] L]5 .......
85 IF (TFLX,NE,. °) 60 T_ o5
rS = FL_It;t_}_m_IO(I)_,'(FrLI_'_ll)-r-i.f_:(1)) ......
[10 9r) IK=2 ,_i,.I(]_
gO rS : FS+FLXI _ (r)_C;STCI_{){_(FLI:I(K-I) "FLI_4(K)}
................................ ................
' - Go Tn l O_ "
9_ 1no I00 k=J,,,_,-'Fr,4
100 F5 : F5 * FLYI."(K)'._C,513(K)
105 CALL Sb_JTCH(_,I_')
-IF (TS,K_E,1) At, TO ]55
IF (FS,LE,G.) GO T(_ t6n




...... IF (_NRE,(;.T,4) Gt" "_C lea
GO TO (110,11_,120,1.25 _ _ I_'RF
......tOi_-ihR ---fr_r_E.It_ "
llO WRITE (6,901_ ft., It_
GO TO ]50
-I_5 WRITE (6,902_ _7, _A
GO TO lbC)
.......... wR tiff ( iZ-, iA ........................................................
60 TO lbO ...............
.... 125 WRITE (_,,9"4) I?, TA-
GO TO 150










[55 FS : I,E-EY_<_FS
IF+ (rS,46T.]) r,r "r_ l_ G
W_ IlL + (+,,,,e.+_?i P'.S
1.(50 r_i Tb++N,
!65 ] : ,7
J : J,
K = !
11'0 TF _K.p_.,,c,q) "O TO 9'<
t = I ,+ i
gSIG(J) : rS+ntY) + ,qTc(v)
IF" (KeFJ,hl I_(.))) e,_ I(3 l"i
K : K + 1
6(] TO 1'10
175 GSIG(J) " r_StFStJI/FLr.tAT(T)
I : 0
J : ,I + 1
K : K + I
¢
C
gl)l FOPr:_T(Iq(t_ T,_E (_.],(_A"r_,_)G_q,!P rPOSS SECTIONS r_p 7_ OF +T3.+IOH +A.......
l_'t, A OF ,1_,_,_ &r.'E )
gf)_ FC,Rh_AT(/_21.' THE (NsP) G_Oi.._pr_._ S__CTInNS FOR 7 OF st3+tOH AND A
gO) FO_hAT(/q_.I' T.F (:.,,ALP;I") ,'_,,_,lero_ sECTIoNS _r)P 7 O_ ,13,10H A
' , "+ "_ r'4 ' - _ . -- _ +
INI. _ F(I +I=+':'.l_ ^_E I .....
gU4 F+,+W_AT(I_+3+_ T+,[ (h}s?,..t)_,RC+kjnt+mSm gPCTIO_.)S F,_R 7 O F +13t.I_ H AND .
90_ F'_,_"AT(PC11,? u L_O_JP_ ,?OX,22H _r_o_5 SFCTTr)N (RA.RN$) ) ................................
9U7 F,PP_ATIq?F' _N_ _,RnP.,l_Cr+'TF CPnSS SrCTTn_: A_:r)FLUX IS +IPE?O,_,IQH
I ,_,{UT S/C K+-r';'SFC )
911 YC.++h'_T(/_'c,+++_ IT+FT.I_O_'fRIC" fN+_AP.'_) _Ot,P C&OsS SFCTIrNS FOP 7 OF
912 F.ORP+AT(/51H T_T" ISnP;FpIC (NsPl _{_r_t.JP (:mOSS. SEC.TTONS FOR Z r_r sI3 s
ZIO;H ANt! A mF _13,5H Ar'F )
g13 rC.qFATt/5_N TF+F Isn"Fotr (N,AIPWA) Gr_r'Jur, CROSS S_CTIC)NS FOR Z OF
I+I,3+IOH ANT' A OF st3+SN %RP )
g14 Fr.)_Al(/52_ ThaT' ISn_F_.TC (,4+24) G_nUp CPOSS SECTIQNS FOR 7. OF +13







SU_ROU T I."IF.r_r_311mS (TFt. X _
• t._t_, q_jl'_Rn_jrI,_ ,_DJ,_TS _I,-4_qRIGINAL GRn,p qO_jNnARIF.'. S TO
T_4F rT)cFn LiF'_R'IRY G,RnltP nnLIN[IARIE$
rllqEHS!O,.! rl.'t',(4_) ,, rrl. (,'_(a_ , R'LY?',i(/.l.3), NZ(IO), HA(to) _ VrAC(lO)
CL)ftI"!O!,_ /r'r ,' _,n-?:,, I _LT_,;,_ Fl-_Llt1,, FL'w'Tq,I NZ,I t,lA,i VF'ACt NONV,I TF'_ACe
I tF"t X, T'AT
COM_,r)N /e'_"/ TC., LF__'_F, r_X
IFL. X = '1.
TF (IFt. V,,_O,!_ C;O t,h 1,in
IF (IFL ,',!:¢,_,.P) f;(1 t ,'_ t5,"1
DO 135 l=i,,rlm:_
135 TFLX = rl..'LX+ FLXlr.I(1)
r,u TO I +)o
140 TFt._ = Fi II !(I)_"'_'LOGf,'.'.£1T:I"'?}?/CLT"_(]} }
_C) 145 T=,_N"I">,




!55 TI'IX = T&LX ÷ r.I.XI_'!(1).:t(r.LTMIT",II-Et.!"4(1))
C Tr Tel X=S '_ ;,i ..An
.... _ ' ; ) T l " i J J .......,,,!.,s"r _.I_,"_llP L_OLJ_,i_ARIF._
100 I'F (Iri ,; r_ _1 G _ f'? ,'_?
J = _'IOF_,; - 1
I"}O 4_ !='_ ,.J
r}O 5 K--2,4 ,'_
IF (ELl'4('().cr._'rk't-_v_) ,if? Ir_ I,_
5 CO_T I?,i',F
C it: ='L_., LrSS TqaN O,w_V THIS GROUP IS TI._FRHAL
lO IF (ELI"(Ii,LT.n./+) qr; I'')q,O
TF (ELf.-,'[)."-_.rlcl t_"(K.[))r-.o ,,i,,r_4r
C !_..,T-_e,rlPi,.T_'.:_S_OIJP _r_.Jile"!_'iG P,'f rr.ir.RGY, NOT I.r.TI..IARGy
IF (I_T.F:I,A'_ _o rO 2':'
IF (ALOI;(FFLI,,_rK-Ii/FI.I._(Ii).r,_,AIOG(FLI,(T_IFFLIH(K))) c,O TO 15
K '= K-I
C l'r'l. '_':'_ I'_.">L ir-S IXlptJT fitly ',411ST mJE AI')J!I¢_'FB
15 IF (IF'Lx,_',,r-.,_i r.:,) l_ 23
DICL = ALe,.";(EI T"(1) #F."::I..IT_(K))
X -- FF]l.t_!(])
IF (I,'_{/ ' _ r, - l, ,,,.) ": .l"(l !
F'LX!,,J(i) = F!.xT,,',(li<_((T,_L._I.hqixIr. LI_(IIII/ALOG(X/ELIP(IIii
IF (I,r('._.(_;,_)'_n-ll) 6_C TO _,_ ..........
-- IrLXIN(I.,,.I) = FLXT,qiI+Ii_iALOGIFLT-{II/ELIHII+III-I'IEL)I
1 ^!.OG(F,...._".,_(I)/,':"_..,.-.'"(I+l})
GO TO _0
18 Fk. XIN(I+I) : _LXIN(T+i) - DF.Li_'rI XTN(I)/
I ALOG(ELI_(I-I) #ELI'_(I} )
l . _ 0 ELI,(I) = rE!.,I"iWC) ...............
GO TO 40
Z5 IF ((ELIMITI-rFt. TMIK, I);LT,(FFLTM(W'-Ii-ELTMII))) GO fe 30
K = Kll




IF (T,NF.1) X = EL I_(T-])
rLxIN(T) = FtXT_._(T)o((nEL÷X--EI TM(T))t(X-ELIM(I))) ....
35 £LIM(1) - FEI I"(K}
40 CONTINUE
90 _. = C),.
I_O g? I=_,_9 _r.
92 IF (FLXI!';(]).Lr.C'.) FLXIN(I}-n,O
IF (IFL_,;_ol} r.C,1C ]..35
IF (IFL_.EC._} C,_ 'Yr 11 _-
nO 95 I:l,_=C rr,
95 _ = P + F'LXIY(')
GO TO I2_
lOr_ _ - _Lyl,,,(1),.:_!.F,,O(7,]l?E+O71rl T_(I,I)
T_O 11C T-?,,,r._r:
II0 B. = = , r,.xi, (T_(_Lch(FLIU(I-I)Ir, I',irI})
3.15 I_ = FLXI"(]}'._¢o._ITF+C?-ELTK(!))
120 n - E . rLVT, (,)_(rt I.,_(I.I).ELT,(T))
125 DO 130 T-I, _'r;
130 F'LXI"(f) = _'rI_'_rl.Y'f'(T)IP
CALL p Ar,.i_
TF (I_,T.F.r,.O_ _.n IC_ 45
IF (IV,'r,FI_,I} ;,r,T_ r-O
'4HIRE (e',_,{:])
901 FORP_A.T(IIT='_ CrrcS _-rcTIO_' _" ,.... .. S wIT_-I'r _pnllPS WEIGHTFD WITH CIbN,_TANT
1FLI,x FE_ I,F.IT r_Er.:r,y )
GO TO 5 _'
_5 WHITE (_,cr2_
902 rORM/_l(/ t'l_ rr:_nSS srC.TIK'N_ WITV, Th C_P_UP._ WEIG_4TE'P, WITH fISSION
IrLux _!("vE I'_'=KEV, ]/E FLU)' r.rlOW ) ..
GO If, 5_;.
50 WRITE (5_nr_
gO3 FORr"_I(//?', h rPr,SS e_-KITC'_,_Sv!T!{,t_ _t_nlJPS wFIGMTI='r) WITH CONSTANT
IFL'IX F r_ L;_ "• _ F I I FI_,/',I_Y )
55 IF (IFL_.IT.q.'_ r.o "r(,E.c
IF (IFLX,Ec._._) "._0T(. er_
IF (IFL_'.EO, _) C'C Tr ?f_
WRITE (_ _r. 7}
907 _ORM_T(52F' T_'T_'8_I_,_" rLtI_ _r_wr TM r-pol!P P,n.uNUApIES ?P INPUT )
GO TO 75
60 WRITE; ((,OC'z+)
904 FOqF)._l(7_,= rrnl!p =;r_II_,,[Ar_IFS _)f_T enjlISTE!l_ ALL C_c)SS S.ECTIoI, IS___UST .....
I I_: I_"trl."f C":R 7rr'n )
GO TO ?5
65 WRITE (#;,gF r')
905 FOR#AI (z:('F' /.vrrt, Gr rL!,,;'. PER tt_'I v r_'ERGv IS INPI.II' )
GO 'It)75
70 WRITE ((,_9c'E) ..........
906 .='ORI_,AI142H _Vr:_h(;F FLI_X PER ilNIT LETHAI_GY _S INPlIT ]
75 IC = IC+_:('P_÷_
CALL PAGE
WIRITE (b, 9(.,_.}
90B FORMAT (/;)(._ !':rl_1ROl,! rr!F_GY C.p_IjP NO,,!I3Xt?.4H LOwIrR ENERGy LIMIT (
143




S!'BRnU_ I_,l I _,;,( r.r,: ( ,--'i SO, A TSO, t, TT',I. v f'y, K,_, T SO )
PLIIG.tT! r F'(_i/"l c-T S Fp,._;_ T_!F. DrC_y _F Sm'_E NPtlTPON {_EA('TT_N mr_f_nilCR[! PARC'\,T
nI_E_']SI!)N F,(_),7 f_) _(c),hr;(_,l ,_I (=,7},K1 (5,T},B_"fli20,SI,SOP(_O,S)
I_FGG(?_I),T(?n_I,FO ....(? _,ql _I"E _(BI ,mY (I_I ,_TE (_) ,GAH (_t) ,cS(_)
Ci,_r,:r_N I.PS/ 'r_r_r_,_k_.Sl'I,,_GG,T,,Pf_wp,grlp
?O'v',",_")r,_ /CI / TF',I FAC,F_I
JT_ : ]
P_.'r[.(I) = ^.
Fi:., 7 i;:I ,5
?(I) - {I,
4 PII) "-"C),
7 A(1) ;. L,
nL, $" I:l,,;'l
r.,_.'4(1) : (_.
?0_ CS(I) : F,_(ZIF_',LISr:_T,L. kEV,TSO}
r_r _.H6 !:L",,?.
J : 1 * _-
20B C5(II = FS(/!S_,/,I:",_,.,,LV._Y,IS _)
7 il',:ZI_.C.
e I1 ):A IflC_
DC 170 ITyrL:.] .....





A (_):_( l)+l r,
GC T") 4(
17 /(?):z=(1)










A (2) :A( 1 ) .._. r,
@7 ASSI3N _ T r_ ,ITF;,',I
GO Tm mt_
_g ASSIGN 5q TO, jTO_,, .................................
50 C_.I.L FLl'_(J_,/¢pl,A(p),6'_r')
HT -- hAM{3)
II = IFIX(3A_._(_).,.,O _-.#. )
_F(3) = GA,'_(r}
145




56 IF(IT,EG,()) C-O T_ 60
58 IFIIT,EQ,])G_TO 5_
.................... _ 0-TO "50 ................................
588 AGSISN _g TO T_RANI
It_YN: I
GO TO 612




611 AcSIGN 17C Tp IT_ANI
612 RATE(Z) : ,,ql!'_=.?Sl_4T
7(_):]LL,
AI3):InL'
.......... ASSIGN 67 TO JTP_N
GO 'l _ 62
6] AGSIG_ f,_ TO JTP, A_,:
62 CLLL F_LIB(JB,7(:_),AiB),GAM)
TF (hBS(G_;_I'_')'_gg,),(;T, ('_5)) C P TO &6
ASSIGN lFq TC_ LT_A_
GO 1_ 9O
66 HI = CAvil)





61+ FI(3,11) = G_'MI2¢_II+7)
IF (IT,F.O,n) r.,oTO 69
GO _O JT_;.N, (_8,59_67,6P.,_77,78)
' 67IFIIT,F_,IlGn TO 677
60 TO e2
6?? ASSIGN 61 TO ITRAN :_
GO TO 70
68 IFIIT,NE,2) r,(hTC F?
69 ASSIGN 169 T_ ITOA_2
70 RATE(3) : ,OI]55__5iFIT
/(4)--IZD
A(4)-IAL
_SSIGN 77 TO JTI_._N
50 TO 7Z
_i AGSIG6_ 75 TO .IiPAN
72 CALL RLI_)(J3_ZI_'),A(4),OA,_')
IF ¢ABS(GA_'(?)-_g9,),GT,{,051) Gr_ 1'0 7&
75 If'lAX=3
ASSIGN 168 T _ LT_A4
50 TO 90
1LA
76 HI : GAY:(3)
...... I1 - II'IX(CA_,L(_).÷,5} ..........................................................................
P.R(5} : GAM(r')
IZrl = I_IXIGAh,(_)*_5) ..............
IAD = IFIX(GAHI(,)+,5)
DO 73 II=l,7 . _
.. 7._ F 1(4,11) = G_"(?*II+7) .....................
IF (TT.ECo,').,) r,o TO 7g
G9 T_ JTP_',I,(_=',lr',94k't,l_,_,,J?7,_7°,)
77 IF(IT,EQ,I_& r' In 771
GO TO 72
771 ASSIGN ?l TO TTPSN3
GC TO @C
7o ASSIG_J 1_,_ TC IT_'AN3
80 PATL_(k] = ,]115575/hT
7(5):ILt'
A (¢.)-It_I
- 81 CALL RLIP(J3,7(5),A(5),.'St, M)
IF (AF_S(G_.__(2)-qc9.),CTo(,C5)) GC) I'0 B=
._4 4SSI";N !_7 Tr, i T_A_
I!'AX=4
CO TO 90




IAI] = IF IX (G_t.'If..)÷,[,)
DO _3 ll:l_7
8_ V](5,1i) : 5_i_'_?*II+7)
ASSIGN 167 TF, t.T_AN
I'_AX:5
RATE (5) = ,C:] lhS_5/HT
go l_(l_l,',GT.I-/'x)r,O TO I_(,
GO TO (I_F_3,_,,Itg_IID,I-II_II?)_iTYPF
I F51 = t5(5)
GO TO 11.3
2 FSl : C5(1}
GO TO 115
GO TO 113
6 F51 : tS(4_
GO TO i13
lOg F51 : C5(6_
G] T") 11_
110 FSI : C¢(?)
Gi] TO I13
1il FSI : cs('_
GO TO 113
I12 FS1 = C5(3}










CALL SS_Tr':4 ( _,, _S)
IF (IS._'E.'.) C,q Tn l?s
TC = IC+I"_AX+P .........................................
WRIT_ (:.,,5('9_ (/(Jr,} _A f.J_] _.I_--I_?,AAX)
509 RgRt.!_T(II4H THVS C"_I_: 15 / (_X_ Z=_FS.I,3X,._H A-,_6,I))
175 A2 = A(_')
7.;'. - Z((>)
05 = O.








91 q5 - RATFt_,)
g_ 04 -- r_.ATr('l)
94 t_2 - '._ATI())
51 = fSl
qS ql = ¢ST
q3 = 3,
Tlb = O.





II-" [_S,!!C. l) tr_=IC+6
IF (TS,En,1) CALL oA3E
IF (IS,E_,l) WRITE (6,50_-) QI,oP,_I,O3_S_,Q4_S),O_S4
502 FO_AT(/_!: :_=,19E14,714,1 n2=,rla,?,SX,4H S|=,_.14,?/AH Q3=,EI4;?,5
IX,4H SZa,E_q.?/_i( _4=,rI_,7,5_4H S_=,EI4,TI414 Q_=_EI_.'/,sX,kH S/_=
2,EI_,?)
(_._,!O(T,J)='Jn, nF PHOT'_._,'S _FR n¢CAY I_.l_NrRGY G_JUPI-CRr)M ..........
SORtI_J)=Nq. qF PUOTOus PER ,!NIT VOL pep UNIT TIME EMITT_!
t,'l _N_'RGy ,3Rt3_'P f F'ROH CHAfN _._MR¢_ J
DO lOI I=l.HOr, G
I_O 131 J=I,I"AY
SOR(I,J) = U,





105 IF (F_I(J,I,_,nT,_GG(M)) G') TO
I0_ ,_ : _*I
T[ ("!-N_)(,I;/ 10",10!',, I.0_,
104 r.t!r_i'4,J_ _: .S,'r_I",j)÷FItJ_K_
103 CgHTIN'tt








T_O 197 '_'-_F:7,' _S'rT
D] = 3,.:,E+m3":_(T(I4F)-TtIqK-I))
IT*_l : [ <-(-q_.'_'_T)
rq3 : L;_f (-,ja.',_T)
r.q5 - _.XP(-0 _';'_')
GC} t(3 (J(D,.,90,'_,9"l_q(,) ,:,_X
D') r: L):",-:}r::5."i}l.:..(c,,.;}S;,-},_3(}S_÷:}t_r_'i.r'n';)l((hr_.31 ).'_.(Q'}.QI)_}(03._I)_}
_SI _ S'_'_S.Ic'$4 _'tFF_'_-;"" ) ,(( _,- ;_,)_ (q ]-Q_i__ (02-.r)_)_}{n4-_.3) )+._I_S_53_
_i_.`Q5_(_q4_q_._:_)_r`X_.`_*_Q_*(e_4_e_5_(Q5_)_i(_Q3_i_Q4_Q3) .....
5) ÷ (E :_4-trJ_ )I (("_-0") _,}(',?_2-"__ )_ (t__4-n/i})i. _,_l_S4_rivl3(_((EO.3-1E'_IG!5)/ ((QS-
O/+.Qi) o (_ '}.
603) _ ((,_-_,3))+ (1"84-F "5i / (;t}4-C.',,'_)_ tr -4.q4_,
,"-) q .:1. r_ f r '_
_', /, (_/;- }_}( _.q'_) ( "4-7C_) },iI(L', _--l-:3'*) , ', - "
p.O_l) } ) ÷l'G!_,,.._o,o_._%_'.,(.,trq2,r-?,l).... i f fn4.t_'I) _._(_
9_, rl} = Oll)-:_l.(;)*r)q_,_Sl.';iSL_,._( (riQ[-rq-_i /((_)-CII)liIQ:_"QI) )+(Ei_2-1rQ3) I ( (Q3
1-('_ _ ) _ ( q 1 -,) :" ) _ '_,.r_n 2-_,_,,_ ( Er: ..,. ¢:r)_ ) # tC _-') ,'2)
g9 I")_. = O!)?"-{¢'2+r)"t_.:'51"'(r_l-Fq2) /(Q_-'iI)
lO0 nl = flgJ_'lL'_I
• .' ) _C':Ir'+_.IF (IS I(; .
IF (_5.[C._) C'_tl, r.,'_f,¢
IF iIS,E.h.1) WI'iTt_'(6,5,13) T(l_'riq'.'_l_D'i_D)ina,.'7_
FO_i'iA'f(15h T_-,'PFI.,+.v,_,X,,-_H _..(I_:,FI4.t,SX,6H
l,[]_,Y,,5Y,6tl ;!('*):,CI_,.7,_)X,6 H NI_'_.E I_.7)
















Wf_ITE ( 2.) ((S("C(K,'4),F_;i,_"IoGr,I*M'-Ie!IH._T"AX}
IF (!S.._'F,]) Of In Iv?
r] ( ,_I :,, r. 14,, 7/6H M(3):









C .......... THIS SUBPROGRAM EXTRACTS SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS AND
C ELEMENTAL COMPOSITIONS FROM THE CROSS S_CTION LIRRARY
.... I_IMEN$ION SIG(43)t X(250)_ SPOT(20)$ 70(20)'m I7(_0), AO('_O)s
t IA(20)s D(20)s DEN(20), LKEY(20)o LK(20)
COMMON--/RT-ISORs TZs IA-_-'DEN_ SP-OT,p-R, TEMP .......................
COMMON /CP/ ICs LEAFs BX(12)
DO 5 I=IsISOR
-- SPOT(I) = O,
ZO(I) = TZlI)
_OtIl-l-! i ( I 1
LK(I) " LKEY(I)
-- 5 D(I) = DEN(I)







- J = J • 1
NT = 8
............I1r (LKI!_(1) ,E_*3) NT=I ...............................
IF (LKEY(I),NE,3) GO TO 12
- I0 READ (NT) (X(_)sM=I,250)
12 IF (X(201),LT,ZO(I)) GO TO 111
DO 15 K=l,,_olq50
IF (X(K),EQ,ZO(1)) GO TO 20
...... IS"- CON T]NUE ..........................................
NOIS = N_IS ", 1
" IC = IC 4, 3
CALL PAGE
- WRITE (6s901) ZO(1)
101 FORMAT (138H NO CROSS SECTION DATA FOUND FOR 7 = sEl._,6,38M
t-A_ BEEhr-OMITTFD KROM THEI_ROBLIZM -/I........................
J = J " 1
GO TO 40
C
..... 20 SPOT(J) = X(K÷4)
IZ(J) = ZO(It




25 K = K ÷ 50
IF (KoLE,250) _D ro 30
K-=- '|..........................................................................................
READ (NT) (XtM),q=l,250)
IF (X(2),EO,999,) GO TO 45
30 IF (X(K),NE,ZO(1)) GO TO 40
- IF (X(K÷II,EQ,VLOATiIA(J)))
J=J_I






....... WRZTE [6+902} tZlJ)+ ZA(J)
902 FORHIT (/21H 20 ISOTOPES REA_HED/23H EVERYTHTN6 AFTER Z = +ZS+6N
....... 1 A m+tSt 9H OHITTED I)
GO TO 45
35 IAIJ) = AOII)
..... DENIJ] = Dllt
40 CONTINUE
45 ISOR = NOtS
IF (ZSOR,6T.20) ISOR = 20
..... _0 42 _¢+t+tSOR






















THIS SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES THE NTH ORDER LEGENDRE POLYNOMZAL OF X
IF (N) 2,1,3
| POLY s 1o
RETURN
2 WRITE (6t901)
901 FORMAT ( 6SHONEGATXVE ORDER LEGENDRE POLYNOMtAL ASKEn FOR )
CALL FXXT
3 IF (N-It 4,4t5
4 POLY s X
RETURN
S IF (N-21 6,6,7
6 POkY = O05O(_,oXQX-[e)
R(tURN
t IF (N-3) 8t8t9
8 POkY z 0.SoCSooXOXOXm30oX)
RETURN
9 IF IN-4) 10.10,11






12 POLY = ((2.O(M-It)oXOPOLYI-(EM-I.)oPOLY2)/_M
ZF (N-M) 13,13014
l_ RETURN






















IF |Y.G(tCI2)) GO TO 202
PROCOH • Oe
R[TURN
fF ¢Z.L?;(O,)) GO TO 201








































2 KK = 2
GO TO 9
3 O0 4 Iml,39
IF (Y,LE,YLII))





S ! i t-!
IF (;*LE*3Y) SO ?0 i
K " t-!
GO TO I'
6 IF (I.G[*2) GO I'0 8
Kz !
? KK s 3
60 TO 9
8 K '_ I,,,,1
KK = 4
9 IF iZ*LTtZL(9)) GO TO 10
Ls8
GO TO 11




12 O0 13 1=|,,.9
IF (Z.LE..ZL(I)) GO TO 14
13 CONTINUE
I a9
14 ! = I-1
IF (I.GT.7) GO TO 15
tl r ((I..1)'1) 16,18,18
15 L z I-I
GO TO IT
16L s I
IT LL t 3
60 TO 19
18 L : I-I
LL =4













21 KB = KB*I
FFLIST(KB) = DUMMY
22 I : 1
DO 23 IA : KeKA
FLIS(I} : FLIST(IA,J2)




24 ASSIGN 21 TO MAIN
GO TO 30
25 ASSIGN 26 TO MAIN
156
GO TO 30







27 ! : I*1
DO 28 I:I,KB
28 FLIS(I) = FFLIST(I)
ASSIGN 29 TO MAIN
GO TO 30
29 PROCOM = OeOI*DUHMY
RETURN
30 TF (X-XLIST(N)) 32t31,31
31 I = N-I
GO TO 37
32 IF (X-XLIST(1)| 33,33,_4
33I=1
GO TO 3?




36 I = I-l
3T DUMMY s BLIFfX,XLIST(I)tXLIST(Y+I),FLISII)eFLIS(I*It)
GO TO MAIN,(26,21,29t












DIMENSIOH IZ(_O),, IA(_.O), DEI_(?O)q 5POT(20) .RX(12)
COMHON /R/ _SOR, IZ,,,IA, lJFTr_. _POT. Rq 'rE_-'P
COMf_OI_j /CP/ IC,LEAF,_RX
GAM -'-GAMG ,,,,.L,AMN ÷ GAHF
_IGO "-"2,62tC*i]6','S'¢,"GAMr_/(E'u'G_M_
B|Gp - O,
DO 2 J"] ,pISOP
2 .BIGP : bIGP * DEF_(J},=,SPOT(J}
DLJM = ]. * ..',,oRc,_._IGP
DUN : 2.oR'I}SI(bO,u,E_IN(1)/UHM
IF (IIU_",GT,I,) GO T()
IAM : "/00
GO TO _,
4 GAMPR = GA_,=_'_QRT(UUM-I,)
AMAX --"4,_E/GAHP!_
IAM = _MAX
6 _IGM = I,/(2.'¢_'R*,.'IEN(I}}
130 10 J-'].,IS_R
IF (IAqJ).GT.IAM) GO TO [0
SIGH : SIGH ÷ DE_(J}_,SROT(.J)/DE_(I)
10 CONTINIjE
- IF (IA(1),,.IA_.} 20, _0, }._
15 BETA "-"51GH/SIGO
(;0 TO 25
20 BETA - SIGH':='GAM/(SIBO't_'GA,'IG)
25 A = IA(I)
XI --"(3.AM_SQRT(A/(J..91_8E-O4'_E'c.'(TE_'_P÷459,6g)))
.-RI = SIGO',GAML,,_BEI'A_AJ(XI._EI'A)IE .........
CALL S.SWTCH (3,_IS)
CALL $SWTCH(2,1SZ)




902 FORHAT(/3H t_=,EI_..5,3H G:,F. 12.5,6H GA_G=,FI2,5_hH GAMN=_EI2,5,6H G
IAMF=,_EIZ,5/6H SI_O=,IPEI_-,5,6H _IGP=,EI2.5,6H $1GM=,_EI2,5,_H BETA=
2,E12,B,WH XI=,EI_,S}
2_ IF (I5.NE,,I) GO _0 30
IC = IC*Z
....... CALL PAL_F ..........................
WRITE (6,9(._I) E,I/(1)_,IAII),RI
901 FORMAT(/SH THE ,,F8.3,_291d EV RESONANCE INTEGRAL FOR Z=,I3,_3H A=,I_,_
I_H IS _IPE14o?,6,-_ BARNS )
30 RETURN
FNO







|F (AtNEt99_t) GO TO 13
READ (10) (X(H)_H=lt2_2)
RETURN
13 J5 = 1
I IF (X(I)!GT,(Z*.05)) GO TO
IF (X(Z32)tLTt(Z't05)) GO TO 5
IF (ABS(X(I)'Z).GT,(t05)) _0 TO 3
IF (XlZ)t_E,_O0.] O0 TO Z
IF (AtGEe_OOI) GO TO 12
|F (AtLTI(X(_)-_O_)) GO TO
GO TO 6
2 IF (AtkTt(X(_)-_OOtOb)) GO TO
GO TO 6
3 IF (ABS(X(Z3_)-Z)tGTo(,O_)) GO TO 6
IF (X(Z33)._L._O0,) GO TO 4
IF (AtGT,(X(_3$)eeOg)) GO TO 9
GO TO b
4 IF (A_GTt(X(_33)-¢99_9_)) GO TO
GO TO b
6 DO 7 Iult_SZ_21
IF (AB$(X(I)'ZI,GTe(t05)! GO TO 7




8 |F(JStN[_._) _0 TO 15
J3 = 1
IF (ABS(X(I*3)'2t)tLT,(,O_)) GO TO I0
IF (IeEO,232) GO TO 11
I = l,Zl
IS DO 9 J s lt_l
K : l*J
g GAM(J) m XIK'I)
RETURN
5 IF (Z,kEi(X(l)_,_)) GO TO 14
IF (J_,_O,Z) J5 m 3
O0 TO 11
14 IF (AB$(ZmX(I))oLTe(eO5)) _0 TO 10
Iff (AU$(ZmX(I))tLEI30,) O0 TO 10
REWIND 10




IF (JSIEQtl) J5 = Z
IF (JStEQtS) GO TO T
SO TO 11































81 AMU(I*$) I "AMU(I)
QO TO ?




82 AMU(I*4) m "AMUtl)
GO TO ?




83 AMUCI*S) s -AMU(Z)
T IF (16EON) 8,10,8
B DO 9 JIXtNOANG
DO 9 Iml,NOANG



















14 AK(Jol) • -A(I)°AK|IoJ)/A(J)
RETURN
C LOBATTO QUADRATURE
IS GO TO (16,1TtlB_|6,I6)_N
16 CALL PAGE
WRITE (6t901)
go| FORMAT ( 33HOLOBATTO QUADRATURE NOT PERMITTEn / 40HOLEGENDRE-GAUS$
I QUADRATURE WILL BE USED )
GO TO !













84 AMU(I*3) s -AMU(1)
19 IF (IG[ON) 21,20,21
20 CALL PAGE
WRITE (6Q902)
qOE FORMAT ( 5_MOSPMERICAL GEOMFTRY NOT PERMITTED IN LOBATTO QUADRATUR





SL._f;UTT uF S"I FL'-(_,'CF.G,_CkFG, FL X I_, FL x, h I$r)) ':
C THIS SLJ[_PC'III',I_ '-'_._,_i!LE.__.EUT¢C,_4SELF-$HIFLnI:'b
COM[-'CN IS;_I t,,,_.K,,,_t4U
CONKO _'_ IZPl IC,Lr_F_,"X





.... CALL ._LITF (3_
IF (hOC_3-Pu_ ?,;',,1
NCAI_:G = ....!_A:,,(" - ?-O
L1 : O
GO TO 3
2 LI = I
........3 IC = 5_..
CALL F _5r
902 FOR_'AT(I_?_'_ r'.;_'.,PSFLF'$__IFLUING C._LCULATTO _''I)
CALL S£T'_=(I_E_"I,,.'_C_Ar'i(;,,L_)
_0 4 K=l,lqO
..... _ $L_IX} ; 9,
_0 I(!C I_. _ _..,"_?_O
IF (LITE,F_,?) ,'.ALL SLITE(1)













.J2 = J3 + _'[_"TtjI) " ]
_0 9 .l(_=J_, J;'
...............X(J_'l} =- AZ_(X (J_)).,.DX(JI) ...................................
IF (J_'J._) 9'::.,,_
8 XlJ_+l) = -X(J'._÷1)
9 CONTIN,;E
],CI J_ " J.:_ _- _'.II.',!T(J1)
MAXPT = J_
................._A N_ =-N _ A_:5 / ;_
IF (IGR'I) 11,g2,11
11 _EA_ (S,_O_) (SISS(1),_IGT(I),SI65L(1),I::X,N(_REG)
904 FORI-IAI (3E_.._)
g2 IF (_IS3,_r.o) $3 T_ 12
13 I_O 14 J"I,.IA_'_5
........-I_- -Aqq.XIl_3) t ,_._rL X I"' (IG_ ) ....................................................................
GO T0 17
12 REAI_ (5,90_) (AF_.X(I,J),J=.),,5)
163
905 FORe'AT ¢qE!._,'_)
16 AFLX{I,J} : ^_'!.x(}qJ}°FLXI_:{IGR)
17 IF (IO_IT-I} ?(,,1_,I:9
IB J;_ ---i
....... lC = ]_C, +5
IF" (I(aR."E,i} IC - 58
CALL p aC.;%
WRITE (_.,gn_} I5 "_
90& FOR_T(/'_.X,A_, G_gUP.I_II6h^,27H _ACPO._COPTC C_OSS SFcTIr_I_/IOX,
IIIH _'E_ _nl',l,4_,6H X(C.V;),4X,TH REGIO,_,9X,IIH SCATT_'I_II4G,13X,6H T
20TAL,I:_X,13_ SLS.,I'UG _Ow_.' )
IC = IC + l
CALL P'_57
IF (XCV.)} _I,P'*,;?£
21 AX = X(K)
.... _Y -" t,q_(Ax)
WRITt {_,DO_,} ,_,,x,j,".,SlGS(J2I,SIGTIJ2),SIGSLIJ2}
90_ FORr_T (15X,15,Fl__,5,1T,6x°EIg°6,SX,KIg,6,I.X_E19*6}
O_ -- J2 * 1
GO TO _5
2R J3 = J? - 1





IC = IC4"JA"i_"! .....
...... CALL"P_,G r
WRITE {b,glu} TG':
910 FORMAT(I_Jw T.{E ,_N_IILAR RLL"X IhCIOE_T FaO_' THr LEFT I_J P,RC)U¢:I3,
I_O I_0 J:_=I,.IA'aG
15q WRIT_ (5,9r)7} ,n._tJ2),AFLX(].,J2} .................
............_jFO'7--FOITMIT{I")X,FI _,9, _X,FIS.B}
2_ IF (I(;FO_} 9_,27,_5
27 130 29 w_:I.,_4AW_T
IF (X(K)) _,_,_9
28 WRITt (_,911) K
911 FORMAT (Ib'_v _:._.,_')RSTOP _,(,I.I,IOH ) I$ ZL_C )
................ 5TOl_...............
2_ CONTIN,JE
9_ ELFL>' "- O,n
ITER'O
C




C THIS L3O_: _EI'_ iJ_ TH_ SO_IRCF TER_ AT FACH _OIN'I'
I]O 3_ K=I_4AX_I
.............. 1_0"3_"-_1-1 ,N')A_G..........
3.1 T]UM s "IU_.(j,4_St3_(J21_A(JIOArLX(K_J)}
00 3} J: I, N'I._'IG
_64
I_UMIJ)=O.
32 BU'_(J) -" :_!',__-(:*K(J4L)_',_'LX(K_L)/A4S(_{ KI)I
33 ._RS(I_', t) = SL _'nL;_'llJJ'i',l'.l"t
34 J2 -- J_*l
35 CONTINUE
C THIS LnO ;' rD":-_.JTrS .'_',_ULAi_FLtlx 1;4 Fr.'RwARLJ [;IREC"rlnN





36 J2 = j.-',,,l
$IG = _.X"(-i#x( 12_u";IC, T(J;_)/=;IU(J))
WO'-(AIV':;(I)¢_(1,.-_,TL_)) / (i_A( J2,_._F._T(J2 _ )
• NO= {Wg,-Sf';_/ST :;T(j2)
WI = (CI.-SI",)/S?3T(J2))-,_ m
50? AF LX (K" I,,J_,= S I'.'.(:''_CX (K, J )÷."_O"_'_RS lK' J) ÷W l_Sa $ (K'_'I'_J)
37 CONTINUF
C THIS Lind= CO u_ _T;_S A"_G!JLAq FLtlX IN F3ACKWAR'n r}I_EeffO_
JL = JANe,,.]
............ _0 3g " :r= )L •_-_'_'J3
SIG - EX=(=bX(.12)¢_SII, T(J2}/A"Id(J))
WO= ( (A'_U (J) ";='( I , -3LG) / (_X (J2) o,_ I GT (JZ)) ) "Si r_) IStG!' (J2}
WI = (:I.-_I':')/31;_T(,.12))-_")
DO 3g K-'-I , K'.!
............. K_ = 1,_,_X,"_" - k' _- 2
MK = MAX'JT ,,-<
IF (X(i,._i)}JtI,RL)._,,S09
3R J2 = J_-I
SIG = FX=(-,;x(j2)oSIC, T(J?)/Ar4_(J)}
......... WO= lTA._U (j-1_,{I,. Sir,)/ in x (j?)_,._iGT(-j2 }-}T.SI-r,TT-S-IG'r-(J2_..............
WI "-" ({I,-5T3)/ST3T(J2})-WO
50¢_ AFLX(MK,_ ]) = (/.FLX(K._!,_J)-WC_OSR._(MK,,J)-wI':='S_S(KN,_.J)}/._IG
39 CONTtN_E
C OBTAl'q T-4F I_"TrG=_TE,_ FL!JX AT EACH P&INT
......DUM--- O.
_0 I_UM "- ,"U'_AFLx(K_J)'U'AIJ)
41 @FLxIK) = nLj',i
C CONVERGE D,".:rL.JX AT LAST POINT
CALL SSWTCH{ _,,KS)
l l _ IRT;I ] ) l 3 O T O _ 5 ...........................................................................
IF (iTER,r;F,6) r'3 re 4_
ERR = _BS((_,_-ELFLX)/TIU_)
_13 F..LFLX = nd'_
..................-_l"O--.'rO ....................................................................
¢




...... TF (X(K+_)) ]_.'.,_+,,'+_
_5 J2 -- .J_.÷,'
4_ CONTIN !E
C NOW PRINT qt.IT T.tr FL,JX
TF (In{,r-_) _+t¢7,/+7
47 IC = ,_4
.... CALL P 3 ,C,F
WRITF ([_l:_ .ITrR+I,..,_+IGR
91_. FOR.HAT
_20X,ll_ THERE _rRE,15,_H ITE_ATION,S IN
£ GRCt.JP,I_/PL]W,]()._ ThE GROtjP,Tb.,16H 6_:,_IJLAII FLUX IS)
..............C ALTE-TxA r_r ...........................................
g13 FORMAT (GX,IF,,+ P?INT kiCM}.,SXsS(._,'_ +HU =+Fll,_...,_Xl)
_g DO 50 F-'I_'4;_.XPT
IC = IC + 1
CALL PA3E
..... 5 (T WRTTE T'6._ ! _I ( • _ (K), (AFL X (_, Ji, j= 1 ,N,CIANG }-.................................................
914 FORMAT (6X, I_, I_E _.6,b_Ig,_)
GO T_ 6_
._4 IC = _[C * t
CALL PA&E
WRITE: (,_,91._) (_' ,J(J)_J'-t_JA!_G)
IC = IC * l
CALL Pe, BE
56 WRITE (f::,,9]_) (,X(K),IAFL_,Ik,J),J-I,J_,NG)
IC" IC ÷ 1
CALL P_GE
....................l_--I_,913 % (_ "U {J1, J-"J L, t_O-A_'G-)....................................................
IC: IC + l
CALL PAGE
bl WRITE (6_._I,'+) _,'xIK),IAFLX(KsJ),J--JL,:,'OAt<G_
62 IF (IOtJT-?_ K,_+6_,,,63
.......... 63 IC- -r-5"3- .................................................................
CALL _A_E
WRIT_ ((_915} IG_
915 FORe'AT (?OX,].q,_ T_E C,ROU_,TS,., gP FLUX I._ )
WRITE (6,_16)
91e, FORMAT ¢_,q.X,lh,.l _3II,;t XICM) )
.....................t_O-_ 4-K= _ _4AX_T .....................................................................
IC = IC + 1
CALL PkGr
AXP = ABS(x(K))
64 WRITE (6,917) (,:_XR,OFLX(K)
91,7 FORMAT (POX,I_+I_EI4.6,0P_O.8)
C COMPUTE Avr_{;r. FLUX IN FACH REGIGN
C +
166




..... 67 DIJM = nU'" _- =FLXr_)




b8 FLX(VP) : r'_.;u/r.:,L_xT(.12)
IF (L I'rE.E_.;_ ! !T .= I
IF {LITE,Nr.?) LIT .: 2
LITE = LTT
100 CONTTNI*E
PRINT nUT _.vr:Acr FL_'X Ir E_-,CH _'GIO ,_
IF (It',r-t} ";7,_,_',6_=,
'69IC : 5A " ......................
CALL P_Gr
WRIT|. r6,91_3)
918 FORMAT (_.')x_Sd TrtE AVFR/.bE FLUX IN _ACH RrGTON tS /t;;nX,=6H GROUP_
| lOXt _H RF[$_D'_,_IDX,,J3H /_VF.iRAG[r FLUX )
DO "/1 J2mI,,J'_MRF+
,J/_ = (J2-])<+_.L)!.+G*|GK
IC : IC " I
CALL PAGE
WRIT£ (6.,_]0} IG-",J2,FLX(J4)






TF (_,_'F.ggg._ G") TC 1
C IMITIALIZF STnRING OF XLIB IN CORE
.....................¢IEAD (_-). (X.(_) 4:..I=-I+250) .........................
"_ET'JO,_' /
C START SEARCI_ )#ERE+ J5 USfn T3 P_EVENT REPEATED SEARCHES
I--4_-.I+-"- -t......................................
TF (I KFY,F.Q,3) !}ACKSPaCF !
....... ._ JS= !
NT = P
............. N_, = 2
IF (I KEY,EQ,'!) r4_=l
.................--I E._-(J._._-EJK-,-C_.._-.. _. I.O-.-t2
3 IF (y(1),GT,(Z+,_5)) Gc) TO 9
..............IF (w(2G]),LT,(/-oO_)) GO TO 9
C I_i Z I_AI+I.PAPK
..... TF (A|:S(X(|)-7},%T.C,O_) G3 TO 4.
IF" (A,LT,(X(_)-,'_5)} Gn TO 0
;F (A :AT + <JC_?-Q2_*+_._L_-.r.,_ ._L_-.._
IF (FI,LT, (X(_)-.O_)) GO TO 9
........ IF" (FI,GT,(X(2n_)*,05)) r,o TO 9
GO T" r,,
.....C....... P I_ nO,_N A
4 IF (AI_S(w('_OI)-I),cT,O,O '_) GO TO 5
• ---t_..J;4. £J{ (._0;_.) *,.-& _ _...r.__.To +_ ................
F (F_,GT, (X(_,l_)_,05)) GO TO 9
........ C, QIL, HT .% _rJ[_ TYPE BALLPARK
.................IF. (_P_S(X('+)-/),GT,C,O¢;) GO TO _. ..
IF (^F._(X('_.+I)-A),GI,0,O_) G_ 'tO 6
LE--.LI_-L;C-*3 _,F D-),J.I ,-O,O 5.L-GO-I-O-_.-
6 CO_'T T _'1)E
........ C ........ CROSS SFCIIC;I_ NOT PRESENT . .
IF (FI,GT.gg,) P_TtJFN
...... $I_(_) = 009,
qE_ _.
C ,r.£__::.LC_T _C_ O.S_ _.5£.C _.D-m-._LT-_'_
? IF (F!,C._.og,) O_ tO' I_
............... DO 8 J;] ,43
K = "'*J+4
.................... A--$1_+(J) = X(K) .......
IF (_PS(FI-I,),LT,O,05) GO TO 13
IF (h_StE_-__tl,),LT,O=_} GO_TO 14 , :
IF (_!_',E_..t} _0 TO 17
.................... _E_U_k
C _ONG _4LLPA_K
I ................. g. t.IE-(I,LE,IX(1)-,5}) GO TO lOIF (JS,EC_.?) .J5:3
C-O In !2
. ? W_ICH WAY _r) WE GO..............I_O__I-F._tAES(X(1}.--._Z).;T,4D.) GO TO 12 .......
IF (_S(I-X(1)),LT,O.O5) GO TO II
I 168
IF (_6S(Z-X(I_)°LT,30°) 60 TO 11
....... -QE_ I NP. N.T ....
r,o T n ] 2
_A£K _,__.Cr '.T
I-Ir--LJ--L, [--Q-,44 .......j-_---2
IF (.15.Fr.,._,) (:,n l"n £
......... ],_ REaIJ t_!T_ (X(;,_),'4--I,250) . ..
_0 T n 3
..... t'- 5VA_C_ eOk RE.%GNANCE
fJ,13 _'I = 1,_'
_0 Tn _;
PAR[.*_EIER$.
14 rl : ?_0,
........ _0 T_ P....
£ CALCttt AT[ FF.SmNANCE INTFC_ALS
....... _,_-no _ .J:l,,'.;
.JJ ,-. t: "4, 5c'J
_- -z_-,_J4- .....................
IF (F,I.[,(I,) R_ tt'_._
.... C. : _Y(,:J*l)
6A'4G : XIJ,J÷?)




...... U = _L_G(I.OE*OT/E)
K -- O, + 2,_}!!
I.F---l_ta,.,£-.__. 1 -)........C-'-'-'_-T-&,..-4,-7-.
















THIS SUUROUTINE COMPUTES CROSS SECTIONS
DIMENSION BXII2)tELIMI43)t FELIMI4_)t FLXlN(q3)t NZllO)t NAIIO)t
l VFAC(IO)_SIG(_3It EN(IO)t X$IG(lO)
COMMON /CF/ NOBGt LLIMt FELIMt FLXIN) NZt NAt VFACt NONVt TFACt
1 IFLXt |WT
COMMON /CP/ IC_ LEAFt BX
COMMON /CX/ UPt QAt QNt BEPt BEAt BENt CPt CAt CNt APt AAt AN
$LT ISOMERIC CROSS SECTION5 EQUAL TO ZERO
IF (]NtLTt_) GO TO 8
DO 5 I=It43
5 SIG(I) : Ot
RETURN
FINU NArUR[ OF TARgEt NUCLEUS
IT = 1 MEANS EVEN Z EVEN N
¢ _ MEANS ODD Z EVEN N
= 3 MEANS EVEN Z ODU N



















COMPUTE (NtGAMMA) CROSS SECTIONS
CUMPUTE LEVEL SPACING D
D = 5t336",O4596eA÷,OOOltO3_AOA
D = lOt_°U
IF (ITtEQt4) GO TO 30
IF (IT,EQ,I) GO TO 35
GO TO 40
30 g = ,5og
GO TO 40
35 O = 5,oU
COMPUTE STRENGTH FUNCTION F
40 F = .201tl÷Ae(12t94-AO(,ZS_g-Ae(,OO221TtAolSt696E-OG-lt26_E-08o
I At)It
F = eOOOleF







COMPUTE CAPTURE WIDTH GG
GG = II80Z'Z_(eO769"Ze(tOOII52"5+73E'O6oZ))






























































70 DO 75 l=l,;Z









COMPUTE Q VALUES AND BINDIN@ ENERGIES


















QA : TARGLT Q VALUE FOR (NtALPHA)
_N : TARULT Q VALUE FOR (NtZN)
bEP = NEUTRON BINUING ENERSY IN (NIP) RESIDUAL NUCLEUS
.EA : NEUTRON BINUING ENERGY IN (NtALPHA) RESIDUAL NUCLEUS
bEN : NEUTRON BINUING ENERSY IN TARGET NUCLEUS







QP = tTR2_ ÷ 6 - EXMAS(ZPtAP)
QA = 5o6_7_ • _ - _XMAS(ZAIAA)
QN = B " LXMA$(ZN+AN) " 80U71
AB = A'¢0
BEP : 7,289 + QP - B + EXMA$(ZP+AN)
BEA = Zt_Z_ + QA - B + EXMAS(ZAtAH)
BEN = -QN
COMPUTE LEVEL DENSITY pARAMETERS.
CP = C FOR (N,P) MLSIDUAL NUCLEUS
_A = C FOR (N+ALPHA) RESIUUAL NUCLEUS
_N = C FUR TARGET NUCLEUS
$1MILARLY FOR AX
CP = t6_;1 " ,OOb4#A
IF (AtBT,llSt) CP = ,3459 - ,00013_A
IF (ITeEQel) CP = 2,oCP
IF (IT,EUe_) CP = +ZoCP
CA = a6_41 - ,O05_(A-Zt)
IF (AtGT,117,) CA : p3459 - ,OOO13O(A-2.)
IF (IT,EQ,2) CA : 2e'CA
IF (IT,EQ,3) CA : ,Z'CA









CN = _3_59 - ,00013_A
CN = 2,_CN
CN = ,ZoCN
AP = ,1B_5 - tOO33OA ÷ tOUO_A_A
AA = ,1829 " ,O033O(A-je) + ,OOUP_(A-3,)O(A.3e )















llO XSIG(J) = 5ISCAL(ZtA4EPSN_IN)
DO 115 J=Z_9
ll5 SIG(I) = 5IG(I) * x5IG(J)
$1G(1) = (51b(1) * ,5oXSI5(l) * ,5eXSIG(IOI)/(FELIM(1)-FELIM(I+I))
SIG(1) = 516(I)_I,L*06
120 CONTINUE
CALCULATE Z200 H/SEC CROSS 5ECTION
EPSN = ,O_3_'O&°A/(A+I,)
SIG(43) = 5ISCAL(Z_A_EPSN,IN)
PRINT OUr CROSS 5LCTIUN5 IF' _5WZ DOWN
A[)D TO LIBRARY IP LKEY = b
200 CALL SSWTLH(Z_IS)
IF (IS_NEqI) 50 TO Z_O
IC = IC*IB
CALL PA_E
GO TO (ZOb, _IU_ ZlS_ _ZO)_ IN
205 WRITE (&_DUI)
901 FORHAT(/3_H CALCULATED (N,GAMMA) CRUb5 SECTION5 )
GO TO _Z_
210 WRITE 16_90Z)
902 FORMAT(13_H CALCULATED (NIP) CROSS SECTIONS )
60 TO ZZ_
215 WRITE (6t_{_3)
903 FORMAT(/3BH CALCULATEU (N_ALPHA) CROSS SECTIONS )
GO TO _25
220 WRITE (6_gO_)
904 FORMAT(/3NH CALCULATEU (NqZN) CR055 SECTION5 )
225 R = Ot
E5 = O,
WRITE (6_gDb) Z_ A, R, KS




230 WRITE (6tDOb) $1b(1)_ 51G(J)_ 515(K)
906 FORMAT(17X,IPEI3,6_SXtEI3,6*SX*EI3=6)
WRITE (h_OB) 5IG(14)_ SI5(Zg)
WRITE (_06) SI_(Ib)_ ST@(30)







THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN CROSS SECTIONS











IF (I,NE,_) GO TO 10
WRITE (1) (X(M).M=I,250}
DO 8 K=1.250
8 X(K) -- O,
1"1






20 X(1) " O,
X(I) : 99.
X (2) : 999.
X(3) : 999.







This section presents input and output for a sample NAP
problem. This sample problem consists of a time-dependent
neutron flux incident upon the left face of a five centimeter
thick slab containing 0.00254 atoms of sodium per cm 3. A ten
3
centimeter thick slab containing 0.00848 atoms of iron per cm
lies behind the sodium-containing slab. An isotropic neutron
flux of 1014 neutrons per square centimeter per second is
incident upon the system for one hour. The neutron source is
then turned off for one hour, and then turned on for one more
hour at twice the original intensity. The total gamma ray dose
nine hours from the start of the first irradiation is calculated
i00 centimeters from the rear of the iron-containing slab.
Input data ar_shown on the next page on a standard form
which is submitted to a key punch operator. The input was
punched exactly as shown. This particular sample problem is
illustrative only._The incident neutrons are treated in two
neutron energy groups, while the gamma rays produced from
neutron activation are divided into three energy groups. The
NAP neutron transport subroutine is used to compute the neutron
flux distribution in the two slabs. Output data are shown on
the following pages. Gamma ray source strengths, dose rates,
and dose are tabulated. This sample problem took approximately
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